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Question of the week: 
The University's Professional Standards Committee re-
leased a Statement on Sexual Harassment (February 1993) 
that reads: "University policy explicitly prohibits retaliation 
against an individual for bringing a complaint of sexual 
harassment." What guidelines does the university utilize to 
"prohibit retaliation against an individual for bringing a 
complaint of sexual harassment"? Do these guidelines 
protect students, as well asfacully andstaff,from retaliation, 
and do they apply to matters other than sexual harassment? 
Suggestions on who to ask? Try the people who make these 
decisions--the Professional Standards Committee: Professor/ 
Chair of History Department Suzanne Barnett, Professor/ 
Director of Honors Program Michael Curley, Professor of 
Education Richard Hodges, Professor/Chair of Math-Com-
puter Sciences Department Bruce Lind, Professor/Chair of 
Psychology Department Don Pannen, Professor of Chemistry 
Tom Rowland, Professor of English Florence Sandler, Profes-
sor of Math-Computer Sciences Carol Smith, Professor/Dean 
of the School of Music James Sorensen, Professor of Physics 
Alan Thomdike, as well as permanent member/Dean of the 
University Tom Davis, or Dean of Students David Dodson. 
EBy Erika Konopka and Steve Zaro 
Acting News Editor and Staff Writer 
"Whatever you are is never enough. You  
must find a way to accevt something. no 
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S'Igma Ch'i 's hulaof  
with Hi 
1By Greg Rosenblatt 
Staff Writer 
In an attempt to bridge the gap 
in relations between Greeks and 
independents on campus, the 
Sigma Chi fraternity sponsored a 
function with members of Hui-O-
Hawaii on Friday, February 5. 
The purpose of the function was 
to help shatter the stereotype and 
some of the typical rumors that 
mystify both groups, to bolster 
relations between Greeks and non-
Greeks, to meet new people, and 
to promote an atmosphere where 
everyone could have a great time. 
"It was great to see so many 
non-Greeks interacting with a 
Greek fraternity," said Karla 
Scharbrough, a guest at the party. 
"The evening was a blast!" 
The evening began with dinner, 
followed by both entertaining and 
informative skits. The members 
of Sigma Chi put on skits in hopes 
of showing the members of Hui-
0-Hawaii what Greek life was all 
about. 
"Our main goal was to dispel 
rumors about Greek life concern-
ing such things as hazing and par-
tying," said Sigma Chi president, 
Chris Jacob. "We tried to show  
our serious side along with the fun 
aspects of Greek life. Our guests 
were very receptive." 
Hui-O-Hawaii club members 
then asked questions about ste-
reotypes that people had regard-
ing Hawaiians. They went on to 
talk about the history of the is-
lands, and they showed an ex-
ample of "Pidgin-English"--a 
Hawaiian dialect of English com-
bining the numerous Hawaiian 
cultures and languages. 
"On top of it being a fun night, I 
think that people learned a lot," 
said Doug Lyons, vice president 
of Sigma Chi. 
Many of the Hui-0-Hawaii 
members were surprised at how 
open and willing the members of 
Sigma Chi were. Members of the 
club had traditionally held anti-
Greek feelings, but a lot of them 
found themselves having an en-
joyable time. 
"I feel that it went over really 
well," said Rob Butler, a member 
of both Hui-O-Hawaii and Sigma 
Chi. 
"It was great that we were able 
to sustain a non-alcoholic party 
with the Hui-O-Hawaii club," said 
Todd Wold, Sigma Chi's social 
chair. 
Wedding bells ring as Parr becomes Nerce 
Sure, it's still a whole nine days 
until Valentine's Day. But it's 
never too early to get things 
squared away for that special 
someone, lest you space and hack 
off your sweet Baboo. 
In that vein, The Nose is proud 
to be the first to report the pending 
nuptials of new Univeristy of 
Puget Sound president Susan 
Resneck Parr on -when else?-
Valentine's Day. 
The lucky fellow is Kenneth 
Pierce, retired chief executive of a 
Portland medical technology finn. 
She met him during her last gig at 
Open Forum discusses 
morale, esprit. de corp, 
and worldwide 
acceptance of gays in 
the military 
LJBy Erika Konopka 
Acting News Editor 
Bill Clinton is not the only one 
discussing the issue ofgays in the 
military these days. Barry Anton, 
Professor of Psychology and a 
major in the United States Army, 
moderateda forum discussing this 
Lewis &Clark College in Port-
land. 
The big event is set for Boston, 
whence they both hail, roughly. 
Now you'd think a presumably 
hard-nosed college president and 
aretiredfire-breathing CEO might 
not be so inclined toward the ro-
mantic, getting hitched up on 
Valentine's Day and all. 
Evidently, they're not. The Nose 
is told it's the only time they could 
find to squeeze in the big event. 
"It's a scheduling problem," says 
a source close to the soon-to-be-
newlyweds. 
very issue on Wednesday, Febru-
aiy 10 among a crowd of inter-
ested staff, faculty and students. 
One of the major views pre-
sented prior to the opening of the 
discussion was that of the accep-
tance of homosexual behavior in 
other cultures. In the Far East and 
in some Pacific islands, homo-
sexual behavior is not only con-
doned but oftentimes mandatory 
as a rite ofpassage. Why then, it 
was asked, is Western culture so 
homophobic? 
Anton explained that in the 
1930s the term homosexual was 
IJReprinted with permis-
sion from "The Nose" in 
the February 5 Morning 
News Tribune. 
The Trail wishes the couple a 
lifetime of happiness! 
coined to mean "failure of a man 
to achieve an erection." This held 
true regardless of gender or truth 
to the statement. And in 1943 the 
U.S. government offered an mi-
tiative, called UCMJ, that dis-
criminated against gays in the 
military. The UCMJ was mod-
eled after Virginia's penal code 
that basically barred gays from 
entering the military. 
After this initiative was passed 
and during the Vietnam War, sev-
eral American men were tempted 
to get out of going to war by 
see MILITARY page 4 
If gay ban l'ifted, Aolent adjustment may follow 
O)NEWS 
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Clinton's post-honeymoon task.I 
fulfilling campaign promises 
Habitat for Humanity recycles house 
,e 
}By Todd Starkweather 
Staff Writer 
The honeymoon is over. Bill Clinton is 
president, and he will have to begin backing 
up his campaign promises with immediate 
action to avoid the pitfalls that doomed his 
predecessor, George Bush. This is what 
conventional political wisdom says. The 
conventional wisdom also calls for Clinton 
to never break any of his campaign prom-
ises in order to reassure the American people 
that his campaign was something more than 
just a bunch of hot air being blown into the 
faces of the voters. 
Conventional wisdom, in this case, hap-
pens tobe wrong concerning Clinton's cam-
paign promises. Sure, Clinton ended his 
third week of office with a 32% disapproval 
rating, the highest rating ever given to a 
new President since such a poll began in 
1948, but that is largely due to current voter 
animosity toward all politicians rather than 
any erroneous judgements on Clinton's part. 
Clinton's main duty as the President is to 
govern to the best of his abilities, even if 
that means bucking trendy political think-
ing. 
Even before his inauguration, Clinton 
began eating "campaign crow" as specula-
tion grew that some of his earliestpromises, 
mainly a Lax break for the middle class, 
might not turn into reality. This speculation  
later became confirmed. Many political 
analysts compared this broken pledge by 
Clinton to Bush's infamously broken "No 
New Taxes" pledge of 1988. However, 
Bush was defeated not because he failed to 
keep his word, but because he failed to 
govern up to the standards of the American 
people. Likewise, Clinton will be judged 
four years from now on whether or not he 
was a good President, not on the fact that he 
didn'tkeep all of his promises. After all, as 
columnist George Will said and every intel-
ligent American voter knows, "All politi-
cians over-promise." 
Clinton should, however, work sircnu-
ously to try to uphold his foremost promise 
of revitalizing the American economy. If 
creatingjobs,raising wages and improving 
economic stability require that a few prom-
ises must be broken, then by all means, Mr. 
Clinton, break those promises. There isn't 
anyone who would rather have Clinton 
keep all his promises than have a new, 
healthy economy. If the American people 
bind President Clinton to his words, they 
might be worse off for it. 
In Clinton's defense, for a President with 
less than a month into his term, he has stood 
by and fulfilled numerous campaign 
pledges. He has already started work on 
welfare reform, signed the family leave 
bill, and struck a devastating blow to anti-
abortion forces by signing much pro-choice 
legislation. He even stands firmly behind 
ending the ban on homosexuals in the mili-
tary despite the tremendous amount of heat 
he has caught. Though not perfect, Clinton 
rates above average on his domestic agenda 
right now.. 
If the American people want to live in a 
healthy, secure economic environment, let 
President Clinton break those promises that 
would be counter-productive to the im-
provement of the economy, and we all 
might be a little better off. 
By Heidi Reichlin 
Staff Writer 
Thirty students from the UPS chapter 
of Habitat for humanity disassembled a 
house at 4656 N. Pearl last weekend in 
service to theTacoma Affiliate of Habi-
tat for Humanity (HFH). 
"It's not what Habitat usually does," 
said Robin Harris, UPS Habitat Work-
day Director. Habitat 
usually builds, not de-
molishes houses. "A 
man donated the house 
to Habitat For Human-
ity, but wanted the prop-
erty," said Harris. 
The house was not of 
enough value to justify 
moving it, so they in-
tend to save the materi-
als to use in building 
temporary housing for 
homeless clients mov-
ing into permanent 
homes built by HFH. 
The weekend went off 
WIUIUUL a itiu..ii. rlO5t1 
said that Frank Lewis, 
Director and Construction Manager of 
Tacoma Habitat, "was really pleased 
with our progress and surprised at how 
quickly [the house] was coming down." 
Among the participants interviewed, 
there was a general consensus that the 
most detestable element of the experi-
ence was the dust, both breathing it and 
getting it in the eyes. "It's much dirtier 
work than constructing," said John 
Harding. 
Nevertheless, most volunteers really 
enjoyed the experience, though for a 
moment, Harding admitted to a "sad 
thought, that it's so much easier to de-
stroy than create." 
Volunteers most enjoyed the camar- 
aderie, the physical nature of the work, 
and the sense of achievement at seeing 
instant results from their efforts. "I've 
been involved in social activist groups 
Harding.  
vy orrang with T10U1 
tat—it's local, specific, 
and tangible. There's a 
sense of accomplish-
ment because you can 
see the results." He 
added that the physical 
labor was a nice contrast 
to the study routine. 
What Kai Elgethun 
particularly enjoyed 
aboutthework was,"be-
ing allowed to take out 
your aggressions." 
Tasks ranged from re-
moving windows and 
doors and stripping the 
plumbing from the bath-
room to removing siding. Harding said 
that his "petproject" was to demolish an 
entire wall with a sledgehammer, which 
he found to be "most interesting and 
enjoyable work." 
John Raymond,president of UPS Habi-
tat, admitted that the work wasn't al-
ways pleasurable, but people still had 
fun. He added that most of the volun-
teem had never done a workday before, 
see HABITAT page 4 
"Working with 
Habitat is local, 
specific, and 
tangible. There 
a sense of 
accomplishment 
because you can 
see the results1" 
Crimes on CaMpus. 	 YOU'LL Go FuRTHER. 
4 February through 9 February 1993 
4 Feb., 6:48 p.m. A Student reported seeing the suspect in the November 3, 1992 
"Security Services Information Release" in the Fieldhouse watching 
a basketball game. Security Staff notified the Tacoma Police Depart 
ment who responded and arrested the suspect for criminal trespass. 
The suspect was banned from campus in November 1992 for his 
suspected involvement in some thefts from Food Services. During the 
November contact with the suspect, Security learned he is also a 
Registered Sex Offender with the State of Washington. 
6 Feb., 8:25 p.m. Security discovered a large hole in the fence around the Intramural 
field.The University is inveitigating the damage based on information 
provided by a neighbor in the area. 
7 Feb, 4:45 p.m. A Staff member reported a portrait that normally hangs inside the 
South doors of McIntyre hail missing. The portrait is of McIntyre. 
8 Feb. 6:38 p.m. A Studentreported her vehicle was the victim of a hit and run accident 
while it was parked on North Lawrence Street near the Student Union 
Building. The front bumper on the vehicle was damaged. 
9 Feb. 3:10 a.m. 	 Security responded to a report from a Student that a vehicle parked on 
Lawrence Street was being vandalized by two Juveniles. The Suspects 
fled on bicycles and were not apprehended. A plastic lens cover on the 
back of the vehicle was discovered broken. 
9 Feb. 7:11 p.m. 
	
The amplifier in the Warner Gym Stereo cabinet was reported stolen. 
The therft was reported to the Tacoma Police Department. 
Please report suspicious activity to Security immediately. Accurate vehicle license plate 
information is most helpful. If you have any information regarding the incidents described 
above, please call Security at ext. 3311. 
Submitted by Todd A. Badham, director of Security Services 
Providing an ideal work environment has been one of 
SAFECO'S main objectives since its inception in 1923. 
We feel that by creating an atmosphere where your 
ideas matter and every employee is respected and 
rewarded, you have the opportunity to go as far as 
your talent and drive will take you. At SAFECO, 
integrity, decency and honesty are words we live by 
and they are qualities we seek in the employees we hire. 
It is these qualities that has made SAFECO one of 
the leading diversified financial corporations in 
America. Our success gives you the foundation for 
your own success. 
If you are interested in a position in our thformation 
Systems Department, SAFECO representatives will 
be on campus for an 
Information Session 
Wednesday, February 17, 3:00 pm 
Thompson Hall, Room 120 
For more information regarding SAFECO, please 
contact your Center for Career Services. We are an 
equal opportunity employer committed to hiring a 
diverse workforce. 
(BSIWECO 0 
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ASUPS candidates gear up for election to executive positions 
ASUPS elections for President 
and Vice President are 
February 22. New executives 
will be fully functional in 
their offices by March 8. 
EJBy Sundown Stauffer 
Staff Writer 
Elections for the new ASUPS President 
and Vice President are rapidly approach-
ing. 
There are two candidates running for the 
office of ASUPS President, Sarah Watson 
and Jason Werts. For the office of Vice 
President there are also two candidates, A. 
Damon and Chuck Edwards. 
Sarah Watson is a Junior majoring in 
Politics and Government with a minor in 
Public Administration. When asked what 
issues were important for ASUPS to deal 
with in the coming year, she mentioned 
accountability ofASUPS senators, the con-
tinuation of a smooth transition between 
new and old officers, management of the 
budgeting process, increased funding for 
organizations, increasing student partici-
pation in University events, and a stronger 
student voice. 
"Voter turnout last year was higher than 
previous years, but I don't think it willbe as 
high this year. I want the students to be 
aware that their actions will come back to 
them." 
She cites as previous experience her ser-
vice on the Governance and Diversity com-
mittees, involvement with RHA, and in-
volvement with the Pre-Law society during 
her Freshman and Sophomore years. She is 
presently the Vice President of the Black 
Student Union. 
In response to a question about what she 
would like to change within ASUPS, 
Watson said, "First, I would try to get more 
funding for student clubs and organiza-
tions. The total amountalotted to the differ-
ent clubs is $33,000. I'd like to see that 
increase. Second, I would help improve the 
image of ASUPS as a positive force for 
students; something that works for them 
instead of alienating them. I would like to 
encourage student commitment, such as 
commitment to the clubs they are involved 
in." 
Concerning the future ofASUPS , Watson 
saw two possibilities. "For the worse, sw-
dents could lose control of ASUPS, where 
ASUPS would not be run by the students 
but heavily by an advisee. For the better, I 
see ASUPS becoming a place of informa-
tion where students could freely tell their 
concerns and be listened to." 
Jason Werts is a Junior from Portland, 
Oregon, majoring in English. He stated that 
the biggest issue ASUPS needs to address 
is a lack of respect on the part of the admin-
istration for the students. He cited the re-
cent student concerns regarding sexual ha-
rassment and the process of tenure as ex-
amples. 
"It's important for student government 
not to be afraid to get in people's faces; to 
stand up. We're paying the salaries of the 
administration with our tuition and we de-
serve some respect," said Werts. "I don't 
feel that the claims of student apathy are 
really valid, because the administration 
hasn't given the students what they want." 
He has some previous history with 
ASUPS, serving as the chair of the gover-
nance committee, "cleaning up some by-
laws," and he has served on the elections 
committee. He feels that leadership experi- 
ence in different organizations qualifies 
him for the office ofPresident, along with 
his willingness, "to stand up when things 
need to be changed." 
Concerning specific changes he would 
make within ASUPS, he said, "I like the 
idea of senator stipends. It's a way of get-
ting the most qualified people interested in 
the job. Mike [McManamna] and Zach 
[Goldberg] have made a really great effort 
to case the transition between old and new 
officers,and I'd like tokeepthatup ... ASUPS 
needs to have more respect. That comes 
about with getting students involved, get-
ting them to vote, so that ASUPS meets the 
needs of students more. I see Mike and 
Zach's work and I want to carry it on; to 
take it a step further." 
When Vice-Presidential candidate A. 
Damon was asked about issues ASUPS 
needs to address in the coming year, she 
said, "To maintain improvements that this 
year's executives have made. I feel that the 
improvements made by this year's execu-
tives have made positive changes for the 
students, but I also think there are more 
important things to attend to than internal 
affairs." 
In previous experience, she was a senator 
during the 91-92 year. She is also involved 
with Student Programs. 
Concerning changes she would like to see 
in ASUPS, "I would like to dc-emphasize 
the financial side of student government 
because although there needs to be finan-
cial accountability, to concentrate only on 
financial obligations is all wrong." 
Talking about her ideas for the future of 
ASUPS, she said, "My hopes arethatpeople 
involved in student government will under-
stand their responsibility to students and to 
the university. I hope ASUPS will change  
by students being willing to go out on a limb 
with what they believe. Right now, there 
are very few." 
Chuck Edwards is aJumor double major-
ing in BLP and Accounting. His home town 
is Monroe,Washington. Thereare two main 
issues that concern him. First, he would like 
to see the apathetic attitudes of students 
regarding ASUPS change and encourage 
student involvement. Secondly, in order to 
achieve that goal of student involvement, 
he feels that ASUPS needs to represent 
students more. 
"Student concerns need to be addressed 
by the administration ... ASUPS needs to be 
an intermediary for that purpose," said 
Edwards. 
When asked how he felt he was qualified 
for the position of Vice President, he stated 
that his background in accounting would be 
useful to the office, dealing largely with 
ASUPS financial matters. He has served as 
treasurer in his fraternity house and he 
hoped that he would be a good student 
voice. "I know a lot of people and I'm not 
afraid to to stand up when I think things are 
not the way they should be." 
ASUPS elections for President and Vice 
President are February 22. Pay attention for 
information on the candidates and the is-
sues, so you can make an informed vote. 
Lookfor a special pull-
out section on all candi-
dates in the ASUPS gen-
eral election in the Feb-
ruary 18 edition of 
The Trail. 
The Trai Z Readership Survey 
Fill it out so we can serve you better. 
Because we love you. 
Please circle one or more of the following: 
In the Opinions section I would like to see more: 
Funspaces 	 - 
Comics 
Contributions by non-students 
Photo polls 
Other: 




Graphs and illustrations 
Other:  
In the Sports Section I would like to see more: 
A. Scoreboards 
B . College/Professional/National Sports 
Comics 
AP Polls! Rankings 
. Other: 
How often do you read the Trail? 
What do you always read? What do you never read? 
Please comment on our use of photos. 
In the A&E Section I would like to see more: 
Comics 	 Where do you pick up the Trail?(circle one) 
Student Artistics Events 
Tacoma/Seattle Events 	 McIntyre 	 the Library 	 the SUB 
Restaurant reviews 
Other: 
the Tunnels 	 Jones 
In the Features section I would like to see more: 
Stories about off-campus events 
Student Profiles 
Photo Essays 
Issue oriented stories 	 • 
Other: 
Other: 
Feel free to comment: 
Please return to the Trail in the basement of the SUB or drop it in the envelope by the newstand in the SUB. 
N 
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Alcohol Permit policy clarified 
Weekday rumors unfounded; 
UPS policy is a step ahead of 
state law 
IJBy Erika Konopka 
Acting News Editor 
In response to an incident at the Univer-
sity of Washington last fall, Washington 
lawmakers are busy finalizing new man-
dates thatrequire campuses to issue alcohol 
permits for any function on campus in which 
alcohol will be present. 
Eleven years ago, the University of Puget 
Sound adopted a similar program to help 
monitor and regulate alcohol consumption 
on campus. Because alcohol consumption 
and serving to minors is difficult to moni-
tor, the Dean of Students, David Dodson, is 
authorized to approve or deny all requests 
for alcohol permits. 
Dodson denied a rumor that permits were 
no longer being issued for weekdays. In 
fact, according to Dodson, no permits that 
were turned in on time and with the proper 
paperwork have been denied this spring. 
"An alcohol permit must be requested at 
least two days in advance to give adequate 
time for the request to be reviewed," said 
Dodson. "The decision to issue a permit is 
always made on the event itself and what is 
planned; we want people to think ahead and 
plan carefully." 
Other factors affecting Dodson's deci-
sion include how late the function will last 
and who will be attending. 
According to the University Alcohol 
Policy, an organization "mustsecure a Ban-
quet Permit from an authorized Liquor 
Control Store" at least four days prior to the 
event. The banquet permits are monitored  
by the state and liquor control agents have 
a right to enter a building and monitor the 
drinking at any time during the function. 
Of course the presence of an alcohol per-
mit only mandates consumption by per-
sons of legal drinking age. The Drug and 
AlcoholPolicies andProcedures state, "with 
regards to alcohol, this means that, while 
students of lawful drinking age and those 
under lawful drinking age may meet to-
gether where beer, wine or distilled spirits 
are present, only those persons of lawful 
drinking age and who are not evidently 
intoxicated may consume, serve, and/or 
possess beer, wine or distilled spirits." 
However, the University could not, in 
good conscience, allow the consumption of 
alcohol withoutsome source of educational 
programming discussing the problems that 
arise with drinking. 
"An important aspect of policy imple-
mentation is that students who sponsor 
events where alcohol is served and who 
attend them participate in programs of drug 
and alcohol education," as stated in the 
University Drug and Alcohol Policy. 
In addition to the programs about alcohol 
education offered in several of the sorori-
ties and fraternities, the campus has spon-
sored programs such as "Know Your Lim-
its" and "When Hello Gets Out of Hand" 
during orientation. Both deal with the topic 
of alcohol and its consumption. 
To go along with these programs, the 
University offers an alcohol education work-
shop that is required of any student who is 
suspected of having a problem with drink-
ing. For those with more serious problems 
an alcohol assessment is given, and the 
University has recently implemented a sup-
portltreatment program for alcoholics on 
campus. 
MILITARY from page 1 
declaring themselves homosexual in hopes 
that they would notbepermitted to enter the 
war. However, this did not prevent the 
Army from recruiting, nor did it prevent 
homosexuals fromjoining the armed forces 
during wartime. 
Until this year, gays were still banned 
from the military, that is until President 
Clinton stepped in. During his first few 
weeks of Presidency he ended institution-
alized discrimination against gays in the 
military, much like Harry Truman did in 
1948 for African-Americans. 
UntilJuly 15, 1993 themilitary willnotbe 
allowed to question a person's sexual on-
entation. Those people who are found to be 
homosexual will be put on reserve, that is 
without pay, until a permanent lift can be 
established. Between now andiuly, Clinton 
plans to discuss and study the issue exten-
sively. 
The Open Forum on Wednesday, Febru-
al.), 10 displayed a wide array of opinions 
and questions. Marcus White, a senior at 
UPS, took on the role of devil's advocate, 
presenting the side against lifting the ban 
on gays in the military. 
"The percentage throughout the military 
ofofficers with some kind ofcollegeeduca-
tion is about 22 percent,"said White. 
His point was that regardless of whether 
the ingnorance that plagues society and the 
military is right or wrong, the prejudice 
against homosexuals exists. If soldiers feel 
threatened by a homosexual in their unit, 
the presence of homosexuals could have a 
detrimental effect on the spirit of the unit. 
The way the Army sees it, in a militia, 
individual civil rights are forfeited for the 
betterment of our country. 
"If the unit loses its morale, its espnit de 
corp, then it really isn't functioning as a unit 
anymore," said Michael Gordon, a member 
of the Washington National Guard. "A situ-
ation such as this puts the military in a  
dangerous and vulnerable position." 
"Aperson's sexual orientation shouldn't 
matter," said a UPS student. "A homo-
sexual is capable of having the same physi-
cal strength and the same patriotism for our 
country. That's what matters." 
If Clinton's lift on the ban goes through 
permanently, many speculate that an ex-
tensive education process will take place 
forboth new and continuing officersjust as 
programs regarding integration of Afri-
can-Americans and women were mandated 
in prior years. 
HABITAT from page 2 
and encourages more newcomers to par-
ticipate in future Habitat activities. 
At the January 25 meeting, Raymond 
encouraged new members to initiate their 
own community service programs beneath 
the umbrella of UPS Habitat. 
Brenda Dundas , event coordinator, has 
already initiated a program in which stu-
dents serve lunch to the homeless at the 
Nativity House in downtown Tacoma ap-
proximately once a month. 
During spring break,Raymond and Lewis 
will head a cooperative effort to aid in the 
construction ofhouses in Portland, Oregon. 
A group of approximately 10 to 15 UPS 
students intend to spend even ascetic days 
sleeping on church floors and helping the 
future owners of these homes build their 
dreams while enjoyir 
mensely in the process 
While the spring br,  
filling up, Habitat will be sponsoring 3 to 
workdays during the remainder of the Se-
mester. Construction (or demolition) expe-
rience is not required. The next workday 
will likely be held next month, though it 
remains unscheduled. However, Robin 
Harris encourages students to call her at 
272-7497 if they are interested in helping 
the PLU Habitat finish disassembling a 






-presents the premiere tour of - 
CAN I SING FOR YOU, 
BROTHER? 
Featuring Lewis Tucker, Baritone 
Through song and drama, Lewis Tucker performs a one-man 
play on the legacy of the African American Spiritual. 
Tucker portrays Joshua Hoses Isaiah, who shares the 
inspirational role the Spirituals have played through many 
generations of 8lack culture. 
8pm Friday, February 19.1993 	 Tickets available at Info Center 
KiIworth Chapel 	 $2.00 with UPS ID 
The University of Puget Sound 	 $6.00 General 
Presented by UPS CULTURAL EVENTS  
ALP A PHI 
rWouU Xike to Congratulate 
its Vs/onderfiul 	 Members! 
Cabrelle Abel Ericka Monger 
Kim Albee Collene Parrott 
Melissa Benzel Emily Peters 
Meegan Biggs Mary Philbrook 
Jenny Boeh Nikki Powers 
Karen Bush Renee Reichenbach 
Angela Chung Jennifer Robin 
Sara Compton Tia Royce 
Gina Covey Jumi Sakurai 
Carrie Crace Karla Scharbrough 
Jennifer Green Allison Schatz 
Nikki Hall Aulani Silva 
Alex Hogan Heather Steckler 
Katie Hurst Cory Stromme 
Katie Knox Jennifer Templin 
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Phantom of the Opera*, not much beneath the mask 
By Sara Freeman and len Wong 
Editor and Layout Editor 
Frankly, we're getting tired of big-bud-
get, overproduced, over-advertised, over-
hyped, predictable theatre. 
Last Sunday we attended 
Andrew Lloyd Webber's 
Phantom of the Opera at 
the Fifth Avenue theatre. 
The theatre was beautiful 
and the performers were 
not abject, but we came to 
two startling revelations: 
If you've seen Phan-
tom before and know 
where the special effects 
come, the show is amaz-
ingly predictable. 
There is a certain seg-
men tofourpopulation that 
believes if they attend one 
mainstream show a year 
where they spend at least 
fft, ,l,sll,,o ç,-,, th tt-.t 
I., SAtjAi(.tt 3 WA fl n s, Iis,ns,I., 
they are cultured. 
To begin with, we felt the strongest per-
formers in this show were Lisa Vroman and 
Ciarán Sheehan, who played Christine Daäe 
and Raoul de Chagny, not Franc 
D'Ambrosio, who sang a less-than-com-
pelling Phantom and flailed all over the 
stage in his attempt to be "intense." Lisa 
Vroman made Christine Daäe the most 
attractive character in the play. Her voice 
and diction were clear and her movements 
accentuated the elegence of the costumes 
and the set. 
The Phantom, on the other hand, is sup-
posed to incite both fear and pity yet 
D'Ambrosio won no sympathy from the 
audience, or at least from us. His character 
is the crux of the story line, and since he 
never commanded the audience's atten-
tion, the plot remained obscure. 
We were disturbed, then, when the audi- 
5neakj an? 
Flippers x-tra 
IIBy Kai Elgethun 
Music Reviewer 
Jesus Jones. Perverse. (SBK/ERG) 
Jesus Jones is at the forefront of their 
genre. I can give them much credit for that. 
They manage to span the gap between the 
acid-house-techno beats of bands such as 
The Orb and 808 State, and the guitar-
driven industrial crunch and thunder of the 
likes ofNine Inch Nails and Ministry. Per-
sonally, Jesus Jones' music is not some-
thing I enjoy listening to on a day-to-day 
basis. Save it for the club or for a rave, 
thanks. In the aforementioned context, 
Jesus Jones' music is brilliant. Sure, I'd 
still prefer to jive to industrial thrash, but 
Jesus Jones rates a close second best. Per-
verse , their third album, sounds similar to 
their first two, except that it lacks any 
outstanding singles. "Right Here, Right 
Now", from the Jones' 1991 album Doubt, 
is an incredibly catchy, upbeat song that I'll 
never tire of. The new album lacks any 
songs of this caliber. As a whole, Perverse 
is consistent, a fine delivery of techno-rock 
dance music. It'sjust that none of the tracks 
stand out and make you sing along. Still, 
this album deserves a thumbs up. Mike 
Edwards' vocals are as strong and distinc-
tive as ever (though I still can't figure out 
why women dig this guy). The live drums, 
bass, and guitars are never overshadowed 
by the programmed drum beats. I readily  
ence pulled themselves up to give the Phan-
tom a standing ovation. Though the show as 
a whole did not merit an ovation, if any one 
performer did it was Christine. 
Granted, both of us have seen Phantom 
eeiore. The nrst time we 
saw the show, it was im-
pressive. We spent a great 
deal of time absorbed in 
the beautiful props and 
costumes as well as the 
speedy set changes. The 
special effects were 
unparallelled. It takes a 
second viewing to notice 
the flaws. Like most An-
drew Lloyd Webber musi-
cals, the music is heavily 
electronic, bordering on 
metallic. Synthesizers, 
synthesizers, sythesizers. 
Unfortunately, the story 
line is disjointed and most 
audience members never 
figure out the background 
to Raoul and Christine's relationship, nor 
do they grasp details about the Phantom's 
history. 
The most outrageous problem with the 
show is that it is a musical in English and 
you cannot understand large chunks of the 
"dialogue." Though "Prima Donna" is an 
intricate piece of musical work, it is impos-
sible to follow the lyrics, which narrate the 
story. Furthermore, in this production the 
Phantom was singing off-key, which is 
inexcusable in a production of this level. 
All of this critique leads us to our global 
point: the hype of Phantom distances the 
audience from an objective viewing of the 
performance. It seems as though most of 
the audience came to the theater convinced 
that because they had paid $120 (no joke, 
people really paid this much) for a ticket, 
the show could not be anything less than 
perfect. People were applauding almost 
admit my slight indifference to most dance 
music. Despite this, I have to admit that this 
album is consistent and fresh. Get down. 
Rating: Henry's + 
xtra large. Now I Eat Them. (Giant) 
This is the debut recording from this Or-
ange County, California band. The band 
includes members from Suicidal Tenden-
cies and Big Drill Car. First impressions: 
the SurfPunks, the Descendents, Infectious 
Grooves and the Knack met in a bar and 
decided to jam. Fun. That is my second 
impression. All songs convey a certain 
spontanaity and lack of seriousness. This 
music is not easily pigeonholed into any 
particulargenre. That'salways nice. Tune-
ful vocals, no screaming here - another 
bonus in this, the age of the 'alternative 
mainstream'. (Note: screaming is a crud-
ible art form, but extreme talentand expe- 
before the show had even started, and were 
cradling their Phantom shopping bags with 
their Phantom pens, keychains, sweatshirts 
and glow-in-the-dark boxer.shorts close to 
their hearts. 
Just because Phantom is an intemation-
ally recognized show does not exempt it 
from critical standards. Typically, it seems 
that going to Phantom is the theatre equiva-
lent ofgoing to the Olive Garden and think-
ing you've had a truly excellent and origi-
nal meal. Phantom is enjoyable but if it is 
the limit of your theatrical experience, you 
are sadly cheated of the range of possibili-
ties theatre offers. By all means, go and see 
Phantom (but don't pay moie than $50 or 
rience is needed to make it credible. For 
more on this, read Chris Cornell's guide on 
the subject). (just kidding.) xtra large's 
lyrics might make you laugh. Nothing 
wrong with that; I compliment these guys 
on their originality. However, after a while, 
songs start to blur together. The campiness 
wears on you, in the same way that They 
Might Be Giants get old after a while. 
Despite their originality, I am in no hurry 
give this album another listen, at least at the 
moment. xtra large are reportedly a great 
live band - I believe it. They display no 
shortage ofenergy. As is often the case for 
me, I would have to see this band live 
before I could really get into this album. 
Rating: Budweiser + 
JBy Pete Burness 
Music Reviewer 
Flipper. American Grafishy (DefAmeri-
can) 
The legendary San Francisco band that 
was so influential in the early stages of 
punk has finally reformed after a long hia-
tus and produced an album ofall new songs 
for Rick Rubin's Def American records. 
They've been out of commission since the 
heroin overdose death in 1987 of founding 
memberand bassplayerWill Shatter.A,neri-
can Grafishy marks their first major label 
recording and the introduction oftheir new  
wear formal dresses that you look and feel 
uncomfortable in) and enjoy yourself. 
Then branch out and delve deeper into the 
arts. See a play that you've never heard of 
before, that may not be a title that carries 
instant prestige. See experimental theatre. 
The Fifth Avenue is already a profitable 
house, so supportsmaller theatres that need 
the money to survive. Most of all, learn to 
love the art of theatre not in shows that are 
reputed to be wonderful but in shows that 
move you and shake you, that change your 
views and make you feel. We don't think 
anyone walked out of Phantom with their 
emotions truly invested in the performance. 
That is truly a shame. 
bass player John Dougherty. Leader Bruce 
Loose and co. haveput together a new batch 
of grinding slow punk tunes reminissant of 
the one's that his band pioneered way back 
in the late 70's. The stuffis raw, simple and 
angry and it's defmitely not for everyone 
but punk fans are sure to enjoy it. I dig it. 
Rating: Henry Weinhardts + 
Mischief. Devilish Ways (Demo) 
This soon-to-be-signed all girl band (also 
from S.F.) headed by lead guitarist and 
songwriter Kris Fong is destined for star-
dom. Their blend of heavy tiffs, catchy 
lyrics and sex appeal all make for a great 
package that can't miss. Normally I don't 
dig their style of music but as far as pop 
metal goes these girls are pretty damn good. 
Afterone listen the tunes were imbedded in 
my head and I was singing them all day 
(pissing the fuck out of my friends I might 
add). So if you're into bands like 
Queensryche, Vixen or Mr. Big watch out 
for Mischief, they'll soon be joining the 
ranks. 
Rating: Full Sail Ale 
P.S. Kris is my bud so I may not be totally 
impartial but for what they do, Mischief is 
up there with the best I've heard. 
Note: Being the idiot I am I forgot to 
include Bob Marley's Songs ofFreedotn in 
my Top 10. 
Typically, if seems 
that going to 
Phantom is the 
theatre equivalent 
of going to the 
Olive Garden and 
thinking you've 
had a truly excel- 
lent and original 
meal. 
61y's recor? re7(e'Js... 
large mi,schief judged perverse by Jesus 
I 
4 OX 
Hans Nelson: Pakriti. 48" painted cedar, 1992. 
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Ceder nipples at K'Ittre.dge 
LBy Sundown Stauffer 
Staff Infection 
Fiery liquid scuiptureand wiry ultra-dense 
"assemblage" art is on display at the 
Kittredge Art Gallery this month. Hans 
Nelsen presents a menagerie of evocative 
wooden sculpture while Barbara Barnes 
Allen offers a world-wise collection of 
multi-layered tableaux. The two distinct 
styles contrast richly; you may find them at 
odds or complementary, but the two exhib-
its definitely cover a wide range of artistic 
territory. 
Hans Nelsen's sculptures are a series of 
shield-like objects which are composed of 
thin, polished wood which is stained, 
painted, or varnished. His forms are expres-
sively organic, moving about in shapes that 
suggest the heart, torso, heads, and other 
forms of and in the body. 
In his artist's notes, Nelsen states, "Masks 
and shields are both elements of armor, 
both have emotional, psychic, and mythical 
aspects as well as representing and taking 
the place of their corresponding areas of the 
body." 
Nelsen uses a variety of woods, each 
possessing its own character. He states that 
the wood comes from windfall which is 
carved, "to a thin shell ofbiomorphic con-
tours, sometimes perforated with nipple-
like openings." 
A few interesting pieces include 
"Tadvanam," a sculpture whose ovoid 
shape, is faceted into a number of crystal-
line tiles, each painted a separate mineral-
like color, suggesting an egg of fractured 
light. The central "Ritual Object" is a large 
flat ovoid with a lip that gradually curves 
upward. It could suggest a sacrificial table, 
or a bowl that could feed many people. The 
incredibly sensual "Prakriti" is a vaguely 
heart shaped sculpture that burns red like a 
surging ember. Transitions from light to 
dark enhance the glowing radiance of the 
figure, which is pierced by a number of 
rounded cone-like protrusions with open-
ing at the tip,. like volcanoes or bestial 
genitalia. Nelsen remarks, "The titles were 
taken from Hindu cosmology, a wonder-
fully rich source of psychological meta-
phor." 
Barbara Barnes Allen's mixed media as-
semblages are layered boxes which use 
densely packed commonplace objects with  
cloth, wood, and wire to create cross-sec-
tions of visual-storytelling. Her works run 
over with nuts, bolts, washers, coins, small 
figurines, buttons, pins. .. aplethora of those 
small objects which one doesn' t throw away 
but don't mean much by themselves, but 
when pieced together, create an extended 
portrait of people's lives. Allen states in her 
artist's notes, "The things I collect become 
part of my work, a means to promote the 
narrative and explore the symbolic." 
Some of her works are directed at specific 
relevant causes, such as a piece entitled, 
"There's Gold in Them There Animals," 
which overflows with a forest of wire, in 
which animals are pitted against mechani-
cal and monetary images, set against a red 
vs. blue motif. 
Other relevant titles include, "Return of 
the Scarlet Letter: AIDS," Blackened fish" 
(apparently about deep sea drift nets), and a 
piece that I liked particularly, called Ba-
linese Banking, which shows a structure 
that may be a temple or a bank; rolls of 
currency compete with religious statues 
which have been made mechanical. An 
intense fresco, seen brightly through a win-
dow, is hidden behind a metallic screen. 
Other pieces seem to be directed at cap-
turing solemn or contemplative moments 
in the lives of individuals or families, such 
as a three-piece work which is centered 
around the image of shoes. An artist's 
struggle with the continual difficulty of 
learning in life is captured in "How Long 
Does It Take Us To Know the Things We 
Know," which stands paintbrushes like trees 
againstabackgroundofnumberS, with num-
bers everywhere, bordered by a preponder-
ance with screws. 
The placard by one piece tells of a visit 
made by Allen's mother in Jerusalem to a 
monument for child victims of the holo-
caust. Bordered by pictures of children, the 
central image of numbers is interspersed 
with miniature children's shoes and bows. 
Further Out along the frame, stars of David 
are also interspersed with bows. The use of 
color is thoughtful. The piece is titled, "My 
Mother's Visit To Heaven." 
This exhibit will be on display in the 
Kittredge Art Gallery, just north of the 
SUB. Hours are 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday 
through Friday, and I pm-4 pm Sunday. 
Cfimes on Campus 1 
A retrospective of the best of the bizarre. 
(Remember: We are not making this up.) 
Submitted by Todd A. Badham, director ofSecurity Services 
IJCompiled without permission by John Tocher 
A&E Editor 
Note: "Crimes on Campus" is prepared weekly by the Director of Security Services. 
The intent of this factual report is to inform the University community of incidents 
occurring on campus. All incidents affecting the safety or security of community 
members are reported in a factual manner. 
Feb. 14 11:23 p.m. 
A resident assistant reported the theft of a condom machine from the bathroom in a 
residence hall. 
March 8 4:59 p.m. 
Security contacted three students near Anderson who were observeds launching 
water balloons at University Hall with a funnelator. 
March 26 9:30 a.m. 
A resident of Anderson/Langdon Hall reported the theft ofthe condom machine from 
room 001. There are no suspects. 
April 2 4:12 p.m. 
A student reported the front license plate stolen from her vehicle parked on N. 14th 
St. 
April 157:12a.m. 
A custodian reported a large maroon couch missing from the basement ofthe Chapel. 
April 21 4:47 a.m. 
Security observed several vehicles parked on N. Lawrence st. with bent antennas. 
April23 1:20pm. 
A university staff member reported the theft of a table from McIntyre Hall. 
11 Sept. 10:09p.m. 
Unknown suspect(s) maliciously activated the fire alarm in two residence halls. 
15 Sept 9:26 p.m. 
Security discovered that unknown suspect(s) maliciously released approx. fifteen 
laboratory rats in the Howarth Hall psychology area. The rats were captured and 
returned to their cages. 
17 Sept. 11:03 p.m. 
Security contacted a pizza delivery person who was driving recklessly on campus. 
27 Sept. 2:06 a.m. 
Residents of a chapter on Union Avenue reported that their residence was struck 
several times near the front porch by water balloons. 
28 Sept. 9:25 p.m. 
A student observed and reported to Security a vehicle being driven recklessly on 
North Lawrence Street. The vehicle struck several garbage cans in the area. A vehicle 
parked near may have been damaged by a "flying" garbage can. 
10 Oct. 6:18 p.m. 
A visitor reported damage to the hood of his vehicle while it was parked near Seward 
Hall. The damage was apparently caused by several apples which had been thrown at 
the vehicle. 
17 Oct. 8:30 p.m. 
Two students reported to Security they were "tricked" outof$25.0O each by a suspect 
they encountered near the Student Union Building. The suspect, descrived by the 
victims as a black male in his 30's wearing a purple "Husky" stocking cap, offered for 
sale a camcorder and computer. The suspect accompanied the students to the Spanish 
Hills Apartment complex where the students were asked for a $50.00 deposit to view 
the equipment. The suspect left with the money and did not return. The incident was 
reported to the Tacoma Police Department. 
18 Oct. 4:02 p.m. 
Security Staff responded to a report of a faint smoke smell in the basement of the 
Student Union Building. It was discovered that an unknown suspect stuffed paper in 
a hole in the lower east door and lit it. The Tacoma Fire Department responded and 
assisted Security in extinguishing the smoldering paper inside the door. 
22OcL 11:37p.m. 
A Plant Staffmemberreported that two large 52 gallon garbage cans were discovered 
missing from the Pizza Cellar. 
15 Nov. 1:33 a.m. 
An altercation between several students occurred near North 1 5th and Lawrence sts. 
The altercation was reportedly the result of a mis-directed soccer ball kicked in the 
direction of one of the students. 
recreated. Mel Gibson's 
quaint ocean-front mo-
bile home from Lethal 
Weapon is also restored, 
only to reveal an impos-
sibly expansive, marble-
lined interior. 
The jokes bat about 
.500, which isn't a very 
good average. For every 
joke that makes you 
laugh, you get one that 
-makes you shake your 
head. However, this 
movie holds the record 
on celebrity cameo ap-
pearances: Whoopi 
Goldberg, Dennis Leary, 
Ken Olin, Bruce Willis, 
E.E.'s bro. Charlie 
Sheen, Phil Hartman, 
Corey Haim, Allyse 
Beasley (Miss Depesto), 
and James Doohan 
(Scotti from Star Trek) 
all contribute one or two 
gags two the picture. The 
cameos keep you inter-
ested, but they seem like 
an obvious attempt to 
beef up an otherwise lame joke. 
Don't get me wrong. The film has some 
great laughs, but at the end you just don't 
feel like it was worth$6.50. Itmakesagood 
stupid-fun matinee, but you might want to 
consider renting Top Secret! again. 
newfilrn that spoofs recent Hollywood cop movies. 
Make the connection! 3~  
Can you link each celebrity to the correct associa-
tion? This week's connection: Members of "Differ'nt 
Strokes" with their respective Punitive Karma. Each 












Jailed for drugs 
Jailed for drugs, 
violence 
Minute part in 
"Postcards from the 
Edge" 
$1,000 AN HOUR! 
Each member of your frat, 
sorority, team, club, etc. 
pitches in just one hour 
and your group can raise 
$1,000 in just a few days' 
Plus a chance to earn 
$1,000 for yourself! 
No cost No obligation. 
1-800-932-0528, ext. 65 
Help Wanted - Commission 
OPPORTUNITY TO INCREASE 
INCOME 
Full & Pail-Time Positions Available. 
Call forAppointmenL 589-1611. 
COM PUTER1 au ;I:1.1 I 
I 
Macintosh LC 440, 12" RGB monitor. 
Full of software: Word 5.0,Voyagcr, 
Mini Tab, Chemistry Programs, Gamesi 
$1,300. Call Steve at x4905. J 
Comprehensive test prep 
from Steven Klein Co. 
for a very 
comprehensive test. 
The course features eight, 4 hr. 
classes plus weekly tutorials. 
The price–$395. Call now for 
a free seminar. 524-4915. 
Next LSAT course begins week of April 10. 
Next GRE course begins week of February 20. 
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'Loaded Weapon f shoots itself in the foot 
I: 
UBy John Tocher 
A&E Editor 
The long line ofZucker/AbrahamsfZucker 
productions boasts a proud tradition: the 
deft send-up ofthe formula movie, rife with 
sight gags and one-liners. Airplane!, Top 
Secret!, Naked Gun, not to mention Naked 
Gun 2 112: The Smell ofFear, sautéd dims-
ter movies, Elvis movies, and cop movies. 
Other films in the same vein include The 
Adventures ofFord Fairlane and Airplane 
II: The sequel, neither ofwhich were Zucker 
brothers productions, but did a pretty good 
job of entering the 'spoof' genre. 
Now National Lampoon has attempted to 
join the fray. Departing the realm of dark 
comedies such asN.L.'sAnimal House and 
N.L. 's Vacation, they have spawned Loaded 
Weapon 1. 
Parodying recent thrillers such as Basic 
Instinct, Silence ofihe Lambs, and most of 
all the Lethal Weapon series, National 
Lampoon's Loaded Weapon 1 is a some-
funny, some-not addition to the ever-grow-
ing collection. In fact, it's probably some-
where near the bottom. 
Emilio Estevez and Samuel Jackson do 
their best with the direction, more or less 
playing themselves (as is the norm for the 
spoof genre). Unfortunately, the gags are 
over-obvious and often go flat. With the 
Zuckers brothers' films, you're usually too 
preoccupied with all the one-liners being 
delivered and the sight gags slipped into the 
background to get bored. In Weapon, the 
camera shoves a sight gag into your face, 
then it hands you a too-long one-liner. 
I came out of this movie realizing that 
there is indeed an art form to the spoof 
genre. This movie needed to deliver its 
gags at a faster pace rather than show them 
one at a time. Still, with a couple of shots 
of gin before the show, a good time is sure 
to be had by all. 
Supporting cast members include Tim 
Curry with a bizarre European accent, Kathy 
Ireland as the token Looker, and William 
Shatner as the necessary Villian. The plot 
is never important in these films, but it 
follows the stream of any of the Lethal 
Weapons. Don't worry, you don't need to 
have seen any of them; you can infer where 
the parody is from most of the time. 
The movie borrows entire sets from other 
films. Hannibal Lecter's cell and Sharon 
Stone's interrogation room are faithfully 
Ir:96- duo  
COMMENCEMENT BAY 
Bed & Breakfast 
An elegant view home 
in North Tacoma. 
I 
Close to campus 
Hot Tub - Bay Views 
Fireplace - Private Bath 
Advance Reservations Required 
752-8175 
3312 N. Union Ave. 








299 pp. 1992. Pocket Books 
You're 20, the feds have broken up your 
fake Gucci retail business, your hippie mom 
is getting another divorce, your grandpar-
ents are spending everybody' s inheritance, 
and your French summertime fling shows 
up, turning your post-feminist girlfriend 
against you. 
DouglasCoupland's (GenerationX) most 
recent book Shampoo Planet attempts to 
capture life as it is for the children of the 
Baby Boomers:, the "Global Teens," or the 
younger siblings ofthe "twentysomething" 
Generation X. Coupland is taking a nar-
rower view of our generation than some 
authors. A recent articel in the Atlantic ,,for 
example, lumps everyone born between 
1961 and ' 81 together. (This means roughly 
everyone from Chelsea Clinton to Michael 
Jordan— maybe Coupland has a point, 
huh?) 
While Shampoo Planet is the same kind 
ofbook as Generation X, the characters are 
new, even if the situations aren't;. And 
Coupland puts a new spin his old material 
when he uses it. Whereas Generation X 
exhibited a fascination with nuclear holo-
caust, Shampoo Planet takes place on the 
outskirts ofa plutonium processing facility 
-turned-nuclear waste site. (The fictional 
town is modeled after Richmond, Wash-
ington which skirts the Hanford Nuclear 
Reservation.) Similiarly, Tyler, the pro-
tagonist, dreams of working for a motel 
corporation while the bohemian characters 
in Generation X go off to start their own 
hotel in Mexico. 
WhilecomparingShainpooPlanet to Ge,z-
eration X is easy, it may not be fair. Sham-
P00 Planet looks, reads and feels more like 
a real novel than its predecessor, and can 
certainly stand on its own as one. If you felt 
you loved Generation X, felt too young to 
relate to it, or didn't read it, have a look at 
his new book. 
The dust cover looks like a Benetton Ad. 
Inside the cover is Coupland's version of 
the Periodic table. It is basically a list of the 
elements that make up Tyler's world: his 
environment, values, and culture. From Fun 
(Fn), to Truth (T), to Microwave (Mi), to 
the 1960s (Ss), the chart sets the tone for the 
novel. It is funny, but at the same time a 
penetrating look at adolescence in the 1990s. 
Tyleris faced with his own, nearly yuppie-
ish ambition, his environmental and cos-
metic sensibilities (Tyler has a extensive 
shampoo collection), and by the 60s. That 
decade, so important to his parents, sort of 
hangs over everything like a ghost, or like 
a parent whose faults and authority are both 
painfully obvious.Tyler faces his world 
pragmatically. Hecan'tunderstand the '60s, 
so he doesn't try to change the world; he 
feels wealth is beyond his reach, but is 
determined to do the best he can. 
At times, Tyler comes offas a materialis-
tic, two-timing bastard. But the same guy 
who drives around in his "comfortmobile" 
and neglects to tell his girlfriend about his 
French fling, also writes the word "love" 
with flowers in her garden and is moved by 
the awful sight of a clear cut forest. 
Coupland's portrait of such paradoxes is 
right-on. Reading Shampoo Planet is like 
seeing the Citybank Credit Card salesman 
next to the Habitats for Humanity table at 
the SUB: beneath the absurdity is an unde-
niable sense ofpracticality. Somehow Tyler, 
and the rest of our generation, are forced to 
make these paradoxes work. 
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t wareness 
Fun Condom F 
-Condoms help reduce the spread of STi 
AIDS, chiamydia, genital herpes, geni ta) a r 
rhea, hepatitis B and syphilis. 
-You can get all of those STDs by haviri 	 , 
vaginal, anal or oral sex. 
-Use latex (rubber) condoms. 
condoms don't prevent the spread of uis 
-Only buy condoms that mention diseasc i . 
on the package (novelty condoms wor 
prevent disease or pregnancy on the packi 
they are only meant for sexual stimulatic iv .eepi FehrUdrY S-14 -You might want to use a latex condm spermicide because the spermicide (nono:. been shown to kill the germs that cause -Condoms with spermicides have an expi Pay attention to it. 
HIV testing more frequent with education, awareness 
-If you use a separate lubricant, use only K-" 
other water-based lubricants and never c,. • 
tains oils, fats or greases, such as petroleun 1 
baby oil or lotion. This is because they c 11 , 
weaken latex, causing a condom to tear e- )  : 
EJBy Michele Whitehead 
Features Editor 
More than any other generation, young 
adults in their twenties have grown up and 
explored their sexuality against a backdrop 
of fear and confusion. Sexual behavior is 
no longer just influenced by social reper-
cussions, but by fatal health consequences 
as well. As one 19-year-old female UPS 
student said, "The threat of death due to 
ignorance scares me." 
AIDS, at one time a threat to select groups 
ofpeople, is hitting people ofall age groups, 
social classes and sexual preferences. Uni-
versities are hardly a safe haven from the 
threat of HIV and other STDs. 
"Statistically teens are the fastest rising 
group ofpeoplebeing infected with AIDS," 
said Bob Brooks, Community Educator for 
the Pierce County AIDS Foundation. 
Cunently in Washington, there are 10 
people in the 1 3- 19 year-old age group who 
have developed AIDS, while across the 
United States there are 912 cases in this age 
group, according to Brooks. In the 20-29 
age group, there are 642 reported AIDS 
cases in Washington and 46,476 across the 
U.S. In addition, it is estimated that there 
are 2,000 people in Pierce County carrying 
the HW virus (who have not yet developed 
full-blown AIDS), 20% ofwhom are teens, 
according to Brooks. 
"Pierce County and the state are seeing 
highernumbers ofHIV+ people in a younger 
group [20-29 age group] than nationwide," 
said Ardythe Sleener, Supervisor for AIDS 
Counseling and Testing at thePierce County 
Health Department. "Nationwide the num-
ber of I-IIV+ people is higher in the 30-40 
age group," said Sleener. 
All of the statistics about AIDS and other 
STDs do play a role in some people's deci-
sions about their sexual activity. Accord-
ing to one 20-year-old female UPS student, 
"I think about it [AIDS] whenever! start to 
get involved with someone or have any 
kind of sexual activity ... I won't have sex 
with someone now without knowing their 
[sexual] history." 
A 21 -year-old female UPS student is also 
concerned about the sexual history of those 
she dates. "I will end a relationship with 
someone if they do not give me proof that 
they are clean; saying they are is not 
enough," she said. Proof comes in the form 
of an HIV test. 
Although the number of young adults 
infected with the HIV virus is increasing, so 
too are the numbers of people getting tested 
for HIV. At the Pierce County Health 
Department alone, 3,450 people were tested 
for }IIV in 1992, according to Sleener. 
"Since Magic Johnson made his announce-
ment in November of 1991 thatheis HIV+, 
the numbers of requests for testing at the 
Health Department have doubled and 
they're staying pretty high," said Sleener. 
AIDS education and celebrities coming 
forward with their stories has had the effect 
of "making people realize it could happen 
to them," said Sleener. 
The realization that AIDS could happen 
to her hit onel9-year-old female UPS stu-
dent who had been 
sexually active in the 
past with people who 
had been promiscu-
ous. "I never used 
any sort of protection 
up until about one and 
ahalf years ago. Ifelt 
indestructible; how-
ever, since coming to 
college I have become 
aware that AIDS is 
present in our age 
group. I have become 
more careful, but not 
as careful as I should 
be," she said. 
Some young adults 
still feel immortal. 
One 20-year-old male 
UPS student said that 
"Obviously it [AIDS] 
is a problem that must 
be dealt with, but I 
a,_I.:LL _ ' 
u._)II LieLiLuoulerrile. 
The HIV test itself 
is a very simple procedure and is available 
at the Pierce County Health Department, 
the UPS Health Center and at most private 
doctor's offices. The standard test given, 
called the ELISA Test, checks for lilY 
antibodies in the blood and is 99.9% accu-
rate, according to Sleener. A positive result 
means the patient is infected with HIV, but 
the test cannot tell when exposure to the 
virus took place. Before a person is offi-
cially diagnosed HIV+, the ELISA Test 
will be conducted a second time, and then 
fmally confirmed by the Western Blot test, 
a similar blood test. A negative test result 
means the patient is not infected with HIV; 
however, it can take up to 6 months after 
exposure for the body to start producing 
antibodies to HIV, (and thus produce a 
positive test result). 
When going to be tested for HIV, it is 
important to understand the difference be-
tween anonymous and confidential testing. 
In confidential testing, the patient gives 
their name, address, social security number 
and can get a written copy of their test 
results. A copy of their test results remains 
in their medical chart, though they are con-
fidential and cannot be released without the 
patient's permission. In anonymous test-
ing, the patient is only required to give a 
first name, which can be fake, and leaves 
with the only copy of the test results. 
Although the UPS Health Center has been 
doing confidential 
lilY testing for over 
four years, they are 
about to begin doing 
anonymous testing 
as well. Two practi-
tioners have corn-
pleted an AIDS 
class, becoming cer-
rifled counselors to 
give the test. The 
Health Center hopes 
to begin anonymous 
testing by February 
22, after the current 
flu epidemic has 
slowed down. 
"We've gotten the 
system to where I 
think [anonymous 
testing] can work 
here ... ! wish we'd 
started this a long 
time ago, but now is 
better than never," 
said Gloria Carlson, 
Practitioner at the Health Center. 
A patient seeking anonymous HIV test-
ing at the Health Center will first have an 
approximately 30 minute pre-counseing 
session. At that time the practitioner will 
explain how the test works, will discuss 
what brought the patient to the clinic and 
will go over a checklist to assess their risk 
(items asked include date of last sex, nurn-
ber ofpartners, whether you're an I.V. drug 
user, etc.). Patients are also given a packet 
of educational pamphlets with information 
about the lilY test and about how to use 
condoms. Then blood is drawn from the 
arm, a process which takes only a few 
minutes. 
A $35 fee is paid on the initial visit, for 
which checks or cash can be used. The 
Health Center cannot bill the patient late 
because a written record of their nan 
would be associated with the test. Whe. 
one makes an appointment to return in tw 
weeks, a numberand the first three letters of  
one's mother's maiden name will be writ-
ten on the appointment slip. This is also the 
number on the lab results, so the patient 
mustreturn with this number at their second 
appointment or the practitioner will have 
no way to retrieve their results. 
Once the test results are received, there is 
some post-counseling as well. If the result 
was HIV-, then the patient is counseled 
according to their history. 
"We would discuss how their habits put 
them at risk and if they need to make 
decision about how to change their behav 
ior," said Carlson. 
If the test results come back positive, 
Carlson would "absolutely advise the per-
son who is FHV+ to tell their partners." 
If you decide toget an liv test at the 
Pierce County Health Department, the pro-
cedure is almost identical to that at the UPS 
Health Center. Both anonymous and con-
fidential testing is available on a walk-in 
basis Monday through Friday from 8 a.m.-
3 p.m., except Wednesdays when the hours 
are 10 a.m.-3 p.m. The fee is $35, payable 
in cash, and the whole process takes aboin 
a half an hour. There is a pre-counseling 
session, similar to that at UPS, where risk 
assessmentand pastbehaviors are discussed 
before blood is drawn. The patient is given 
an appointment slip with a number on it tha 
corresponds to their lab results, which are 
available in two weeks. 
Carlson observed that the majority of 
students she's tested confidentially during 
the past four years were "concerned and 
became more concerned the more they read. 
An element of fear is there." 
That fear can also keep people from ink-
ing the test, because they're afraid of whu 
they'll fmd ouL One 21-year-old femal 
UPS student said she used to have a lot o 
unprotected sex until she got scared. "Last 
-Store condoms in a cool, dry place out of e 
place like a glove compartment). 
-Keep condoms in a loose pocket, walk r 
-If the condom material sticks to itself or 
Information taken from a Washington State L, 
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Carlos the Condom 
April I finally got worried enough and got 
an flY screen. It was negative. Because 
HIV has a latency of sometimes up to six 
months I was supposed to getanother test in 
October. I was too scared of what the result 
might be, so I never went. I'm too chicken 
to get another one, yet I'm jeopardizing 
people I've been with," she said. 
Carlson has had couples come in together, 
before becoming sexually active, to talk 
about STDs. "This doesn't happen enough 
for comfort, but to be informed before the 
fact is the way it should happen," said 
Carlson. 
One 21-year-old male liPS student said 
that if he changed partners, knowing his 
new partner's sexual history would be "im-
perative." An AIDS test would be a prereq-
uisite to sexual relations because "it is the 
most important information (besides love) 
that I must know before deciding to have 
sex with someone," he said. 
Carlson believes one of the keys to get-
ting more young adults to take HIV tests 
and to use more precaution lies in getting 
men and women to have the courage to ask 
their partners who they've been with and 
what they've done. "It's not an easy thing 
to say. It's not that they're [young adults] 
uneducated, they just haven't been empow-
ered to use what they know." 
One 20-year-old female UPS student said 
that a partner's past history is "hard to bring 
up, and so I haven't when I know I should. 
I guess one takes a lot of risks until it hits 
home ... It's easy to think 'oh, I don't have to 
be careful just this once," she said. 
To one 21-year-old female UPS student, 
however, talking about her partner's past 
history is "very important." "I got comfort-
able enough with him to discuss our past 
histories before anything happened. If 
you're not comfortable enough to discuss 
your histories, then you shouldn't be ex-
changing 'fluid'," she said. 
As one 20-year-old male student put it, 
"you're having sex with every one of your 
partner's previous lovers too." 
By Katharine Dvorak 
Copy Editor 
Every other Thursday, Allison Creer puts 
aside her studying and becomes a friend. 
She enters the Three Cedars home for 
patients with AIDS, a large, four-bedroom 
house, and immediately greets the four resi-
dents, anxious to hear how they've been. 
After chatting for a few minutes Creer 
heads to the kitchen where she prepares 
dinner for four individual tastes that always 
seem to want something different to eat. 
A resting home for patients in the final 
stages of AIDS , Three Cedars welcomes 
both men and women. A maximum of six 
residents may live in the house, although 
four are preferred. (That way each resident 
may have his or her own room.) 
Approximately 30 volunteers work in the 
home and a full-time staff is on call 24 
hours a day. 
The main responsibilities of a Three Ce-
'iars volunteer is to take care of the needs of 
the patients, which include administering 
medicine, fixing dinnerandchanging sheets. 
More importantly, a volunteer is there to be 
a friend. 
"My first priority is to be there for the 
patients. I hang out with them , talk, and take 
care of whatever they need," explained 
Creer, a senior who has volunteered since 
September. "It's a nice feeling knowing 
that I'm there for someone and that I'm 
helping people who need me." 
Creer is not the only volunteer from UPS. 
Several students give their time to the resi-
dents of Three Cedars, including senior 
Alisa Solberg who has worked in the home 
for almost three years. 
"The people are what make the job re-
warding," said Solberg. "It's not the caliber 
ofthejob, but the awarenessand sensitivity 
I see in the people who work there. It is rare 
to have such a congregation of people like 
this together, people who are so caring and 
so giving." 
The AIDS epidemic is a societal problem 
that is feared and subsequently shunned. 
Unfortunately, this fear of AIDS has made 
it easy to forget about those infected with 
the disease. AIDS patients are avoided, 
comed, and not talked about. Avoidance 
has invariably led to a collective ignorance 
of the enormity and severity of the problem. 
"AIDS is a part of society that is ostra- 
cized and almost ignored," said Creer. "Col-
lege students especially seem to be very 
ignorant of the disease. Since they don't see 
it, they don't think about it." 
But for the people who work in close 
contact with patients who have full-blown 
AIDS, fear is not only natural, but smart. 
"There is a big fear of AIDS, even among 
the workers," explained Creer. "I'm young 
and don't want to be exposed to the dis-
ease." 
"The emotion of los- 
ing someone is 
strong. You never get 
used to it. You just 
learn to cope and 
maintain. You can't 
separate the emo- 
tion from the work. 
Iti just impossible," 
Creer, Solberg and the other workers are 
very conscious oftheir work and take every 
precaution to ensure their own safety. Vol-
unteers don't work with needles and use 
gloves when cleaning up after the patients. 
However, Solberg admitted that she has 
become so used to dealing with AIDS pa-
tients that safety has become instinctive. 
"Fear doesn'teven enter my mind when it 
comes to approaching aperson with AIDS," 
she said. "I'm careful when dealing with 
them, but I'm even more cautious when it 
comes to prevention. I'm almost a nag 
about it." 
Invariably, death is a prominent factor in 
the home that every volunteer must con-
front. 
"When you go to Three Cedars [as a 
patient]" explained Creer, "you are just 
waiting. It is not like a hospital in that you 
expect to eventually leave." 
Yet because of the love and concern that 
volunteers feel for each patient, the emo- 
tional attachment is often draining. 
"The emotion oflosing someone is strong. 
You never get used to it," said Creer, who 
has experienced the loss ofthree residents. 
"You just learn to cope and maintain. You 
can't separate the emotion from the work. 
It's just impossible." 
Separating one's heart from the duties of 
a job is not easy, particularly at Three 
Cedars. Death cannotbe on the minds of the 
volunteers. Genuine compassion and un-
derstanding, however, are prerequisites. 
"The people who have worked there a 
long time seem to become numb to the pain 
ofdeath, but you never get used to it," said 
Creer. "I am the type ofperson who makes 
a good friend and then expects to see them 
the next day. It's hard when that can't 
always happen." 
Solberg found that through time and ex-
perience she has learned how close she is 
able to come to each patient emotionally. 
"You go through stages when you get to 
know a patient, but when you are forced to 
deal with death you learn just how close 
you are able to become for your own sake," 
said Solberg. 
"But it's not the actual death that is hard 
todeal with," shecontinued. "It's theknowl-
edge that the sickness could have been 
prevented. In that respect it is hard to see 
these people suffer." 
Prevention is the key to battling AIDS, 
which Creer, Solberg and anyone else per-
sonally affected by the disease will assert. 
"I wish I could take these men and women 
who don't think about the dangers of not 
practicing safe sex into Three Cedars to 
show them the pain," said Creer. "AIDS is 
the worst monster. But all we can do is push 
awareness and safety. There are still so 
many who think that it will never happen to 
them, that they will never be one of the 
statistics. It's sad." 
Today there are four residents of Three 
Cedars. The volunteers know that the house 
is only a small contribution in the care of the 
thousands affected with AIDS, but a in-
valuable contribution to the lives ofthe four 
patients. When a friend is needed most, 
Creer, Solberg and the many others who 
volunteer their time, warmly fill that need. 
"I have a whole new circle of friends at 
Three Cedars," said Creer. "And I always 
look forward to spending time with every 
one of them." 
It sunlight (as in a drawer or closet, not a hot 
Use for no more than a few hours at a time. 
• mmy, the condom is no good. 
nt of Health brochure. 
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passes leading to 
easy layins. 
Keely Running, 
the Loggers leading 
scorer, had a game-
high 30 points. She 
also yanked down 
seven rebounds. 
However, she did 
foul out of the game 
with about four min-
utes left. But her ab-
sence on the court 
was not missed as 
the outcome was no 
longer in doubt. 
The Vikings at- 
Wendy Davis looks for an inlei pass during a home victory tempted acomeback 
against Western Washington last week, 
	
near the end of the 
game, but strong 
Tacoma Rockets set loca 
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Loggers sweep four d1str'1'ct road games 
By Karl Zener 
Sports Copy Editor 
Maybe the Loggers should play all their 
games on the road. 
The University of Puget Sound men's 
basketball team won two more road games 
to keep a strong grasp upon first place in 
NAIA District I with a record of 6-1. The 
Loggers won four of five games during the 
past three weeks concluding their longest 
road trip of the season. 
"Excellent," said point guard Todd 
Doolittle of the team's play. "We're play-
ing together really well." 
The four wins were all against league 
opponents. The only loss was against Pa-
cific University, which did not count in the 
Loggers' district record. 
Puget Sound is one-half game in front of 
Central Washington and their magic num-
ber is now only four to clinch the district 
title. 
"We wanted to split (this road trip) at 2-2, 
and we went 4-0," said head cOach Bob 
Niehi. "Our main concern was to make the 
)Jon Wolfer 
Staff Writer 
The women's basketball team rebounded 
from a recent slump to defeat NAIA Dis-
trict I rival Western Washington University 
68-62 at the Memorial Fieldhouse last 
Thursday. 
The win improved the Loggers' disthct 
record and put playoff hopes back into the 
season picture. 
But, in a crucial district matchup Tuesday 
tournament, and mathematically, we've 
already done that." 
If the Loggers can finish the season as the 
top team in the district, they will clinch 
home court advantage for the District I 
tournament. 
The Loggers fifth win in the district came 
last Thursday against Simon Fraser. The 
victory was especially sweet because it was 
the Clan that handed Puget Sound its only 
district defeat on a last second shot in the 
Memorial Fieldhouse in mid December. 
In Burnaby, B.C., the Loggers earned 
revenge when they came back from a 13-
point deficit midway through the second 
half to edge Simon Fraser 88-86 in the last 
ten seconds. 
With four seconds remaining, the Log-
gers' Whitney Dixon was fouled and made 
both free throws for the victory. Dixon, 
who missed the Western Washington game 
because of a concussion suffered in prac-
Lice, came off the bench with a strong per-
formance and 14 points. 
The Loggers' already successful road trip 
got even better last Saturday night in Se- 
at St. Martin's College, that playoff picture 
-was blurred when the Loggers lost, 85-73, 
dropping the Puget Sound district record to 
4-8. 
Last Thursday's victory was a clinic in 
ball movement. Six Loggers had assists in 
the game to give Puget Sound an 18-7 
advantage in that statistic. Wendy Davis 
led with seven, Sarah Heytvelt passed off 
four and Molly Avery had three. 
Often the Loggers would pass up an easy 
shot with two or 
attle when the team completed a sweep of 
Seattle University, defeating the Chieftans 
87-71. 
Once again, the Loggers were without a 
key player, forcing the rest of the team to 
compensate. 
Charles Miller was out due to a slightly 
pulled hamstring, but sophomore Marshall 
Bennett stepped in to fill the gap. 
Bennett come off the bench to score a 
season-high 24 points on 9-for-16 shoot-
ing, including 5-for-9 form 3-point range. 
"Guys have gone down, and other guys 
have filled in," said Doolittle. "It's a differ-
ent thing every night. We find a way (to 
win)." 
Even with Bennett's hot shooting, how-
ever, the Loggers couldn't shut the door on 
the Chieftans until a key run put the game 
away late in the second half. The game went 
back and forth with Puget Sound getting 
out to leads of four and five points only to 
have Seattle University come back with a 
run of its own. 
The Chieftans had the lead 43-42 at half-
time, but the Loggers came out strong in the 
Logger defense and poor Western shooting 
stifled any progress. 
The only weakness the Loggers had dur-
ing the game was on the boards. Puget 
Sound was out-rebounded 39-33. 
But the strong outside shooting of Davis 
and the plethora of low post moves by 
Running eliminated the need for rebound-
ing. The Loggers outshotthe Vikings 43.1 
percent to 36.1 percent. 
In non-district game on Saturday, the 
Loggers put together another victory when 
they beat Seattle Pacific University, 77-67. 
Running led the scoring charge with 20. 
She was followed by Avery (14) and 
Heytvelt (12). 
Wendy Davis came up with 1 1 points and 
also had team highs in rebounds (6) and 
assists (13). 
But Tuesday was a telling blow. Running 
led the Loggers scoring with 19, followed 
by Johanna Bay's 18points, Davis' 14, and 
Avery's 13 points and team-high 10 re-
bounds. 
After this week, Puget Sound is in sixth 
place in NAIA District I, two games behind 
Western and one-half game ahead of 
Sheldon Jackson. 
There are two more district games on the 
schedule. One of those games is against 
seventh-place Sheldon Jackson College, 
whom the Loggers crushed, 84-32, onJanu-
ary 20 at home. 
second half with a 10-4 run over the first 
three minutes. 
Finally, with 8:59 to play, sophomore 
Matt Droege made a lay-up, was fouled and 
sank the free throw to put Puget Sound up 
by eight. 
Then, Casey Irgens, ajunior transfer, made 
a 3-point shot to put the game out of reach. 
Thus, the Loggers longest road trip of the 
season is in thebooks with a4-1 record, and 
a sweep ofall the district teams on the road, 
except one. The final road game will be 
against Central Washington. If they win in 
Ellensburg, the Loggers will have corn-
pleted the season with an undefeated road 
record in a tough district. 
The key for finishing the season strong is 
for the Loggers to continue their hot shoot-
ing. 
"We need to just keep shooting the ball 
the way we've been shooting it," Niehi 
said. "We're coming together as a team 
right now. I hope we're not peaking." 
The Loggers have definitely had the hot 
hand. They lead the district in field goal 
see MHOOP page 12 
Mike Jesch goes upfor a shot against Western 
Baptist earlier in the season. The men's team 
plays LC State in a crucial district game 
tonight at 7p.m. in the Memorial Fieldhouse. 
The final game ofthe regular season will 
be a home contest against district cellar-
dwellar Central Washington on Februar: 
l6ät7p.m. 
Running's 19 points on Tuesday leavc 
her only 37 points away from the 2,00C-
point mark for her career. She is alre 
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 s playoff p'lcture blurred 
example and ju 
(JBy Darin Padur 
Staff Writer 
After watching the Mariners lose nearly 100 games and 
the Seahawks make a desperate, but unsuccessful bid for 
the number one pick in the NFL draft, Northwest fans 
deserve a break from losing. 
As the Sonics have captured much of the limelight for 
having the fourth best record in the NBA, another local 
professional team, a little closer to home, is having quite a 
season. 
In the middle ofall the hoopla of unveiling a new Mariner 
logo and trendy uniforms to generate some artificial excite-
ment (maybe instead of spending thousands on consulting 
fees to create this change they should have picked up a 
couple more relievers), it is comforting to know that at least 
one professional team is getting the job done where it 
counts—on the ice. 
The Tacoma Rockets (36-18) have reintroduced winning 
to loyal fans in this area. Despite a recent faltering on the 17- 
day road trip, the Rockets home winning streak of23 games 
set a Western Hockey League record Tuesday night. Sure, 
winning isn't everything, but it sure counts for a lot in the 
standings. Tacoma is atop the Western Division, three 
points ahead of Portland. 
In only their second season as a franchise, the Rockets 
have used good team chemistry, aggressive play and solid 
defense to translate games on the schedule into W's in the 
win column. 
A minor league team consisting of young men ranging 
from 16-20 years old (most of them attend Clover Park 
High School in Lakewood), the Rockets have captured a 
small, but growing local following. 
Alan Egeland (52 games, 42 goals, 41 assists, 83 points) 
and Jamie Black (50 games, 31 goals, 41 assists, 72 points) 
are among the league leaders in total points (goals plus 
assists). 
Defenseman Michal Sykora (51 games, 16 goals, 38 
assists, 54 points), a Czechoslovakian native, has been a  
significant factor in Tacoma's defensive success this sea-
son. He is physically one ofthe most imposing players in th 
league and a potentially high draft choice in the Nations 
Hockey League. 
Perhaps watching a 17 year-old forecheck an opponent I 
ajunior hockey game isn't the same as seeing Shawn Kern 
tomahawkjam a basketball over NBA opponents, butit 
a far cry better than watching Mike Schooler serve up grand 
slams in save situations to lose ball games. 
If you want to follow a winner, Tacoma is the team to 
watch. Besides, the games are fun for the fans. How many 
other professional sports can you watch and know that 
everyone out there playing is getting a monthly allowance? 
Good thing Barry Bonds wasn't a minor league hockey 
player. 
So while the other teams debate over who to pick first in 
the draft, or worry about whether "Northwest green" bills 
on their new hats will clash with the "forest green" astroturf. 
why not go Out and watch an exciting hockey game. It is 
almost a guaranteed win, and how many professional 
organizations around here can say that? 
Men's ski team to compete 
at Req'ional Champ'lonsh'lps C- I— 
By Bruno Zalubil 
Sports Editor 
Though it is a quiet, little-known sport at 
the undergrad, Puget Sound skiers have 
been making noise on the slopes this win-
ter. 
So much noise, in fact, that the men's 
team will be making a trip to McCall, Idaho 
for the Regional Championship on Feb. 15-
19. At press time, it was still unknown 
whether the women's team will have a 
representative in McCall. 
The men qualified as the seventh place 
team with a good showing atlastweekend's 
Conference Championships at Crystal 
Mountain Ski Resort. 
John Hildreth, a sophomore from Golden, 
Co., led the Loggers with a2lst place finish 
in the giant slalom and a 1 7th place finish in 
the slalom. 
Three others placed in the giant slalom: 
junior Brett Meyer (27th), freshman Jake 
McTigue (33rd) and senior Rob Thomas 
(4 3rd). 
Jad Simpson, a freshman from Gresham, 
Or., was the only other placer in the slalom. 
He took 25th. 
All five of the men who placed in the 
Conference Championships will make the 
trip to the Regional Championships this 
weekend. 
The women were led by Stephanie Nelson, 
who was Puget Sound's highest finisher. 
Nelson, a senior, took 17th in the giant 
slalom. 
Other top women finishers in the giant 
slalom include: Kirsten Bruns (31st), Lisa 
Demmons (36th), Hilary Solomon (44th) 
and Wynne Kennedy (45th). 
All of the women finished the slalom 
competition, but none were in the top 15. 
Because ofa substitute official scorer, the 
final standings were delayed and it is still 
unknown whether the women's team will 
make a trip to the Regional Champion-
ships. If the team does not make it, though, 





The Trail Poll 
Cincinnati 74 
North Carolina 67 
UNLV 65 
Kansas 5 
Florida State 54 
Arizona 52 
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 wimmers suffer in Canada, 
finish regular season at home 
By Bruno Zalubil 
Sports Editor 
Upcoming Home Events 
Men's Basketball - 
Thursday, 7 p.m. at Memorial Fieldhouse vs. Lewis-Clark State. 
Swimming - 
Friday, 6 p.m. at Wallace Pool vs. The Evergreen State College 
Saturday, 1 p.m. at Wallace Pool vs. Central Washington. 
Tennis - 
Saturday, 9 a.m. Men, 2 p.m. Women at Memorial Fieldhouse vs. 
Central Washington. 
Sunday, 9 a.m. Women, 2 p.m. Men at Memorial Fieldhouse vs. 
Western Washington. 
Though both the men's and the 
women's swim teams were only 
able to split on their respective 
road trip through Canada, at least 
there was one winning team on 
each day of the trip. 
The women beat the University 
of British Columbia, 96-73, on Fn-
day. The men fell 94-83 to the 
same school. 
On Saturday, the second day of 
the trip, the men defeated Simon 
Fraser 108-92,but the women came 
up short, losing 117-98 against the 
Clan. 
Both teams will finish the regu-
lar season with dual meets in 
Wallace Pool this Friday and Sat-
urday. 
rh 	 .. .: .h I 11' 	 )L 	 CauII PLILP WIUI U1I 
	
Bi-DistrictChampionships on Feb. 	 Erin Anderson churns through the water with a 
1) 
24-27. The NAIA National Cham- 	 butterfly stroke in a race earlier this season. 
pionships will be in San Antonio, Texas on was a Logger sweep when senior Roman 
March 10-13. Brent and freshman Don Frye took second 
Against UBC, the women were led by and third, respectively. 
freshmen, Michelle Parrish who won the Mark Hendrickson, a senior, won the 50 
50-meter freestyle and the 100 free. free and sophomore Greg Kabacy finished 
And, led by KendraLavik, three first-year first in the 200 backstroke. 
swimmers also swept the 400 Individual Rich Butler won the 200 breast. 
Medley. Erin Halton took second and Shauli Ledby an uncontested two-woman sweep 
Beach took third, of the three-meter diving competition, 
Upper class winners included sophomore Simon Fraser took an edge in the women's 
Shannon Faehling in the 200 breast stroke competition, but the Loggers were only 
and Kristin Watson in the 200 free. able to win two events against the Clan. 
For the men, senior John Wieland won the Parrish won the 200 breast and junior Jen 
200 free in a losing team effort. Juniors Kuhn finished first in the 200 back. 
Rich Butlerand Ace Blairfinished firstand Both teams will finish their regular-sea- 
second, respectively, in the 400 IM. Butler son dual meets with home match-ups against 
also won the 200 breast. The Evergreen State College on Friday at 6 
On Saturday, however, Blair led Puget p.m. and Central Washington on Saturday 
Sound to a victory over the Clan with vic- at 1 p.m. Both meets are at Wallace Pool. 
tories in the 800 free and the 400 free, which 
Athletes of the Week 
UBy Bruno Zalubil 
Sports Editor 
For individual victories in two weekend 
dual meets, freshman Michelle Parrish and 
juniorAce Blair have been named as Dande 
Trophy Athletes of the Week. 
Parrish, a first year sprinter from Hono-
lulu, Hawaii, led the Puget Sound women 
to a 96-73 victory over the University of 
British Columbia last Friday with victories 
in the 50-meter freestyle and the 100 free. 
In a losing cause against Simon Fraser the 
next day, Parrish was one of two winners 
when she fmished the 200 breast stroke in 
2:47.15. She also placed second in the 50 
free with a time of 27.56 seconds. 
Blair started the Canada road trip by fin-
m  ishing second behind teammate Rich But-
ler in the 400 Individual Medley. 
CZL He was a double winner in the men's 
victory over Simon Fraser, winning the 800 
free (8:45.46) and the 400 free (4:17.94). 
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Democracy in action, 
Another, conflicting opinion about 
the hierarchy of professional sports 
As I suspected and hoped The Trail re-
ceived a response to the article titled "72 
reasons why baseball is better than foot-
ball," which was printed in last week's 
issue. 
But, before the reader becomes disillu-
sioned by this list being printed, the official 
sports section policy is still that baseball is 
better than foot ball. 
However, to be fair tofootballfans, I will 
publish the list. 
-Bruno Zalubil, sports editor. 
)By David Harlan 
Guest Writer 
Last week The Trail presented 72 excel-
lent reasons to love the game of baseball. 
Most of the reasons were valid and they 
reminded me why I enjoy the game so 
much. Baseball is a game with a tradition 
dating back over a century. It deserves all of 
the reverence a sports fan can muster. 
I must take issue, however, with the con-
tention that the list conclusively proves that 
"baseball is better than football" (italics are 
mine). Each sport has its own place in 
society and its own following. Mr. Zalubil 
stated some of baseball's strengths but did 
football an injustice. Football may not be as 
old as baseball but it 
has its own legends. 
It may not be artistic 
but it has its own 
beauty. It may not be 
as sophisticated or 
articulate but it 
speaks to an enor-
mous audience, 
some of whom see 
oaseoaii as iittie I 
more than a nui- 
sance. In the interest of fairness here is my 
list of 50 reasons (off the top of my head) 
why "football is just as good as baseball." 
I. Dick Butkus. 
Football has avoided the spiraling sal-
ary Structure that will destroy baseball by 
forcing teams like Milwaukee, Seattle and 
Houston to let any talented players go be-
cause these small-market teams can't afford 
the "going rate" for talented veterans. 
Mile High Stadium with 76,000 scream-
ing fans. 
Dolphins/Chargers playoff game in 
1983. 
Walter Payton. 
Jets/Bears on Monday night last season. 
Tom Waddle coming back and making 
a critical catch a few plays after being 
knocked unconscious in the above game. 
The grass in Tom Waddle's face mask 
from the diving catch in the end zone in the 
same game. 
Joe Montana. 
The Denver Broncos, Minnesota Vi-
kings and Buffalo Bills, in spite of-maybe 
eveii becauseof-multiple SuperBowl losses. 
11.Jim Brown. 
No-huddle offense, nickel defense, 
the shotgun, run and shoot and every other 
innovation that has made the game more fun 
too watch. 
Steve Largent's record-setting touch-
down catch. 
Harold Carmichael's streak of con-
secutive games with a reception. 
Tom Landry. 
Don Shula. 
Lambeau Field in December. 
18.300 pound men who are athletes. (Tell 
Cortez Kennedy or Anthony Munoz they 
aren't athletes.) 
19. The consecutive sellout streaks at Mile 
High and RFK Stadiums. 
20. Joe Montana to Jerry Rice; Steve 
Young to Jerry Rice; Steve Bono to Jerry 
Rice; Harry Sydney to Jerry Rice; hell, 
anyone to Jerry Rice. 
2 1. Walter Payton 's career rushing mark, 
Eric Dickerson's single season rushing mark, 
Steve Largent's three career records (even 
though two were broken this year) and the 
Miami Dolphins' perfect season. Yes, there 
are some meaningful football records. 
Joe Namath's Super Bowl prediction. 
Karl Mecklenburg, Dave Kreig and 
every other player to come from obscurity 
and star in the league. 
A more open playoff structure that 
involves more fans and generates more in-
terest. 
Roger Staubach. 
A championship game that doesn't 
need Garth Brooks or Michael Jackson to 
be perennially the most-watched sporting 
event in America-and has them anyway. 
Rick Dempsey's 63 yard field goal. 
Another meaningful record-set by football's 
answer to Jim Abbott. However, since 
Abbott was wearing diapers when Dempsey 
started kicking footballs in the NFL, Abbott 
must be baseball's answer to Dempsey. 





ups based on more 
thanjust a fan popu-
larity contest. 
"The Drive"-
97 yards in less than 
a minute by John 
Elway and the Bron- 
cos to beat Cleve- 
land in the AFC Championship game. 
Dwight Clark's touchdown catch in 
the back of the end zone to beat the Cow-
boys in the NFC Championship game. 
Buffalo's comeback against Houston 
in the AFC divisional playoff this year. 
Ken Norton's goal-line tackle in the 
Super Bowl. 
Cortez Kennedy's extraordinary play 
for a less than ordinary team in 1992. 
Bill Bryan knocking Brian Bosworth 
on his back in the first game that Bosworth 
played against the Broncos. 
George Halas. 
Paul Brown. 
The remarkable athletic ability re-
quired to play for more than a year or two. 
A flexible set of rules that keeps the 
game competitive, exciting and safe-in-
cluding pass interference. 
Youcan hearJackBuck doing football 
as well as baseball. 
4 1. Hairy Carey does not announce foot-
ball. 
You can keep the football from your 
first touchdown on a shelfand its big enough 
for everyone to see it. (NFL players keeps 
the football from their first touchdown.) 
Lawrence Taylor. 
Football does not stop because of the 
weather. 
Every year you get the chance to see 
new, exciting players make an immediate 
impact on the game. 
Halftime. Try making soup and a sand-
wich between innings. 
Football has cheerleaders and bands. 
Gale Sayers. 
Football does not have a different set 
of rules for each section of the league. 
Head coaches don't kick dirt at offi-
cials. 
MHOOP from page 10 
percentage (50 percent) and in 3-point per-
centage (40.5 percent),Individually, Miller 
leads the league in this category with a 56 
percent shooting percentage (1 14 of 205) 
and freshman Dixon, even though he mainly 
comes off the bench, is right behind him at 
54 percent (60 of 110). 
And, on a little bigger scale, Doolittle is 
ranked first in the district and fifth in the 
nation with a 50 percent 3-point shooting 
percentage. He has made 34 of68 treys this 
season. 
From the line, Matt Droege leads the 
district with an 84 percent shooting per-
centage (65 of 77). Droege is also seventh 
in the district with a 16.8 scoring average. 
Miller is ninth with a 15.3 average output. 
The Loggers, who were 5-5 before the 
winter break, have posted a 8-3 record after 
EJBy Steve Snyder 
Staff Writer 
Coming off of a successful season in 
which both men's and women's tennis teams 
took third place finishes at the District I 
championships, Puget Sound tennis will 
start another season this weekend when the 
Loggers host Central Washington on Satur-
day and Western Washington on Sunday. 
The men start matches against Central 
Washington at 9 a.m. on Saturday and the 
women will follow at 2 p.m. 
Then the order will be reversed on Sunday 
against Western Washington. The women 
will take the court at 9 a.m. and the men will 
follow at 2 p.m. 
Last year was a success with both the men 
and women making strong showings at the 
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the break. 
One reason for the success is a switch to 
a smaller line-up which has more speed and 
enables Puget Sound to score fast-break 
points and get the ball up the court in a hurry 
for the open shot. 
Puget Sound has five league games re-
maining with four at home. 
"We're taking it one game at a time," 
Niehl said. " We need to maintain our 
mental attitude. Nobody cares about the 
standings. We have to play hard every 
game." 
The Loggers begin to work on the magic 
number starting tonight at home against 
Lewis & Clark State at 7 p.m. 
"A big crowd would be nice," Doolittle 
said. "We're playing the best basketball in 
the district. (It's) exciting. We dunk the ball 
and we're pushing the ball up the court." 
The doubles team ofLisa Wong, a junior 
from Lake Oswego, Or., and senior Karyle 
Kramer from Whidbey Island went to the 
National Tournament. Wong was the Log-
gers' top women's singles player. 
SojThomores Brent Chin and David 
Ichikawa were the top singles players for 
the men last season. 
Chin was statistically the best because he 
was the leader in overall wins, most games 
and most district wins. Ichikawa had the 
best winning percentage and the longest 
winning streak in overall games played and 
district games played. 
Junior James Wright and Chin were lead-
ers in doubles competition with most wins 
overall and most wins in district competi-
Lion. The Wright-Chin team also had the 
Loggers ' longest winning streaks in both 
categories. 
30. 'The Drive '- 91 yards in 
less than a minute by John 
Elway and the Broncos to 
beat Cleveland in the AFC 
Championship game. 
Tennis hopes to duplicate lost season, 
start season with two home matches 
Eq 
kyv 	 orsend$11.00to: 
SPONTANEOUS FUNK WHOREHOUSE 
P.O. Box 7718, Tacoma WA 98407 
SEE US PLRY: 
FREE AT THE CELLAR 
THURSDAY, FEB. 18: 10:00 
FEB. 13: CENTRAL CLUBHOUSE (MILTON) 
W/HUNGRY CROCS 0 RHINO HUMPERS 
FEB. 24: NEW WORLD (SERTTLE) 
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The ivy and green facade of our proud university 
[lBy Katharine Dvorak 
Copy Editor 
As a freshman last year I believed this 
school was perfect. I fell in love with the 
ivy-trimmed brick buildings, the carpet of 
lush green grass, and the warm closeness I 
felt whenever I walked into a classroom or 
down the hail. 
As a freshman I felt like I was home and 
that this new family would treat me with 
respect. 
But that was freshman year. 
Now I'm in my fourth semester and my 
outlook has considerably changed. I still 
believe the University behaves as a family: 
a dysfunctional, superficially happy family 
that forces its members to keep secrets, to 
keep quiet, and to not tell outsiders the 
problems that plague its walls. 
There may still be ivy on the buildings 
and the lawn may still be impeccable, but 
the illusion I had of a close, respecting 
family has pmved to be just that: an illu-
sion. 
Spending three semesters on this campus 
has shown me that I attend a very quiet 
university. I have learned that loud voices 
need not apply to this school, particularly 
voices that may disrupt the perfect, ivy-
dripping harmony of UPS academia. Be-
cause voices that will question, voices that  
will demand respectable answers, and 
voices that will notbecontent with the "Oh, 
everything's perfect at this school" bullshit 
are not welcome here. 
You have to smile and nod and take 
whatever they give, 
because everything 
is not perfect here, 
and the University 
tries its hardest to 
keep that a secret. 
Within the past 
few months we've 
had one of our dis-
tinguished profes-
sors resign under a 
furor of sexual ha-
rassment charges. 
We've also denied 
tenure to three of 
our best-loved 
teachers for reasons many in the student 
body don't understand. 
Yet when those discontented with the 
lack of information regarding these situa-
tions go and question, make noise, and 
disturb the hushed atmosphere of secrecy, 
the University puts a fmger to its mouth and 
says "shhhh." 
It has been three months since the resig-
nation of Harmon Zeigler and the student 
body has yet to receive a direct and honest  
report of the situation. There are still unan-
swered questions, which is why the Trail is 
still forced to run headlines that read"Zeigler 
questions remain; University still refuses to 
comment" (January 28, 1993). 
So it looks like the 
University I attend 
and trusted with the 
furthering ofmy edu-
cation and the devel-
opment of my future 
is refusing to tell me 
whathappened to one 
of the school's most 
distinguished and 
(until now) most re-
spected professors. 
Don't I deserve to 
know what happens 
within the boundaries 
of this pristine little 
bubble I call my school and my home? Am 
I not an integral andrespected part of this 
institution?! Obviously not. 
The school also chose to keep the 2800 or 
so individuals who make up the core of its 
existence in the dark about its decision to 
deny tenure to three of the most loved 
teachers on campus. If the students don't 
care to know why these teachers were de-
nied tenure the school obviously does not 
have to decorate the Great Hall with posters  
presenting the reasons. However, we do 
want to know why, but when we asked, but 
the University again shunned us. 
I am annoyed that I am treated like I am 
not old enough, respected enough, or im-
portant enough to be told what I am entitled 
to know as a member of this university. 
I respect the fact that there are certain 
legal facts that the general public does not 
have the right to know, me included. But 
I'm not asking to know everything. I just 
want to be informed of what is going on, 
bad with the good, as it happens, and not 
swung around in circles about major issues 
on campus. I want to be told in a direct, 
honest manner, not fragmented in rumor or 
in whatever pieces of information Trail 
news articles can muster. 
I don't respect the University trying to 
cover every blemish in its reputation with 
cheap make-up. Through rumors and frag-
mented information we all have an idea of 
what's underneath. Maybe the school can 
get away with brushing off the outside 
world, but trying to brush off its students is 
not only unfair and disrespectful, but also a 
disgrace. 
To continue promoting aquiet atmosphere, 
the University is going to only succeed in 
furthering disillusionment and discontent 
among the student body. 
I am fed up. 
treated like lam not old 
enough, respected enough, or 
important enough to be told 
what I am entitled to know 
as a member of this 
university. 
Part two in Leslies1  continuing saga 
of why drugs are really neat 
	
Where's the logic in execution? 
By Leslie A. Murray 
Staff Writer 
I've been analyzing the so called drug 
problem in America, and have come to the 
rootof the problem. It'snot that we have too 
many illicit substances floating around, we 
simply can't get any good illicit substances. 
Facts are facts ladies and gentlemen, mod-
em drug use is a study in mediocrity, and 
even downright highway robbery. Drugs 
have become available in smaller quantities 
for larger amounts of money, and I think 
everything is either pinched (note: this is 
drug slang for "the bastard who sold you 
the stuff took a bunch for himself knowing 
you were completely at his mercy, and then 
gave you a line about the guy he got it from 
selling small bags") or cut with substances 
I wouldn't put within 100 yards of any of 
my body's orifices. Drug use was risky 
before, with it being illegal and all, but now 
it's downright painful. 
OK, so half of you, the stoner half, are 
reading this and thinking that I know the 
way, and the other half of you are already 
poised, pen in hand, over paper to wrench 
out a nasty letter to the editor concerning 
my picking away at the fabric of American 
society, unraveling its patterns inch by inch. 
Thus, let me qualify the above statements 
by relating it to drugs as a pressing problem 
for society as a whole, rather than an eco-
nomic dysfunction of my own life. 
I will safely assume that one of the many 
negative qualities ofdrugs is that they may, 
in fact, cause yourdeath. Yup. This is a little 
side effect. But you see, drugs don't really 
kill, what is put in drugs kill. Junkies and 
cokeheads don't overdose from heroin or 
coke, but rather from the toxic chemicals 
the drugs themselves are cut with. Heroin 
used to be cut with baby laxative, as it has 
the same texture and smell, but now they're 
cutting it with everything from Drano to 
asbestos, and probably the powdered re-
mains ofpsychotic ax-wielding mass-mur-
derers. I think drug users make the mistake 
ofassuming their dealers actually care about 
their health and well-being, when in all 
actuality all they really care about is the new 
Metallica album your fifteen dollars is help-
ing them buy. 
In England, they've found a partial solu-
tion to thisproblem—the death one I mean. 
Ifa man or woman can prove to a panel of 
physicians that he or she has been an addict 
for two or more years, they can receive a 
prescription for pharmaceutical heroin or 
cocaine. Because these drugs are manufac-
tured as any other prescription medication, 
the risk oftaking rat poison instead of coke 
is somewhat diminished. Recent studies 
show that in areas around the clinics which 
provide these services, the crime rate has 
diminished considerably, along with mci-
dents of disease transmitted through im-
proper administration of drugs like heroin, 
including AIDS and hepatitis. 
Skeptics may claim that the British gov-
emment has turned itself into a pusher, 
without the leather coat and the Mercedees. 
In truth, the British government would prob-
ably not argue this point. The legalization 
of certain drugs for certain risk groups, 
removes the need for many street pushers. 
Junkies will get a fix whether it is legal or 
not, and through a legalization of prescrip-
tion heroin or cocaine, many of the dangers 
of an inevitable event are lessened. 
Great Britain had used this system of 
prescriptions for junkies up until the late 
seventies when they followed the U.S.'s 
lead and began a "just say no because all 
drugs are instruments of Satan" program. 
After more than a decade of failure through 
this approach, England has returned its 
emphasis back to addressing the current 
problem. Rather than attempting to scare 
everybody into submission, they address 
the present issue of safety for people who 
just said yes and are going to stay in the 
affirmative regardless of Nancy Reagan 
and a slew of graphic designs telling them 
drugs are icky. Perhaps our great nation 
should take the hint and realize the war on 
drugs simply does not address the issue, but 
instead skirts around it. 
However, I for one realize that the U.S. 
govemmentwill nevergive up itsbone, like 
the tired ol' dog it is, refusing to learn those 
proverbial new tricks. 
I just shiver to pass this stigma on to my 
children. 
JBy Todd Starkweather 
Staff Writer 
Around midnight on January 5, I satin 
front of the television and watched nu-
merous reporters covering the immi-
nent execution ofconvicted child killer, 
Wesley Allan Dodd. When the clock 
approached five afterthe hour, the sched-
uled time of execution, the news cam-
eras shifted to a scene that repulsed me 
for several days. A group ofpeople who 
supported the Dodd execution began to 
scream and cheer with joy as they be-
lieved that Dodd had been hung from 
the gallows. With all the firecrackers 
and hoopla going on one might think 
that a cure for cancer was found, but the 
peoplejustoutside theWashington State 
Penitentiary were celebrating the death 
of a human being. 
Now, while I oppose the death penalty 
in any form, the actual execution of 
Dodd did not upset me nearly as much 
as the sight of all the hillbillies, who 
having nothing better to do at midnight 
Jan. 5, decided to come down for a 
festival of death so they could revel at 
the notion of a loss of a human life. I 
can't even imagine that intelligent sup-
porters of capital punishment would con. 
done the celebration that took place in 
Walla Walla when Dodd was executed. 
Before every reader begins to criticize 
my opinions and ask the obligatory 
question "What gave Wesley Allan 
Dodd the right to take the lives of those 
poor children?" please let me respond. I 
will agree with anyone that the actions 
of Dodd were reprehensible and that he 
deserved severe punishment. However, 
I don't agree that Dodd should have 
been executed. I believe that he should 
have been locked away in the state peni-
tentiary for the remainder of his life. 
Even though Dodd proclaimed numer-
ous times that he would try to escape if 
he were to be incarcerated, I held no fear 
that he might actually break loose from 
a maximum security prison. 
Let's go back to the obligatory ques-
non thatbasically says that since Wesley 
Allan Dodd had no right to murder those 
children the state now has a right to 
murder him. I lose the logic here. Our 
justice system is set up to protect inno-
centcivilians from criminals, notto take 
out our angry vengeance on them in an 
"eye for and eye, tooth for a tooth" 
fashion. Anger and hate, quite under-
standable considering Dodd's crimes, 
should not be part of the American jus-
tice system. Hard as it may be, we must 
remove our emotions when dealing with 
matters such as these in legal terms. 
If we follow the logic that since Dodd 
killed he also should have been killed, 
shouldn't we also say that every rapist 
be castrated, every thief have his hands 
cut off, and every liar have his tongue 
removed. I certainly hope that our soci-
ety has not digressed to a level of this 
sort where redemption and forgiveness 
are impossible. 
. 
When I talk about these ideas people 
think that I care more about the life of a 
child killer than of the lives of the chil-
then he killed. Not true. However, I do 
believe that by killing Wesley Allan 
Dodd we are admitting to ourselves that 
we are not mature enough to overcome 
our intense anger and hatred. Maybe 
Dodd's worst crime wasn't the killing 
of the children, but that like a vampire 
he made killers out of all of us. 
I'd like return to those wild partiers 
down at the Walla Walla state pen. Why 
were they celebrating and what reason 
had they to celebrate? I highly doubt 
that any of those in attendance knew any 
ofDodd's victim's personally. It's hard 
to believe that they felt any sorrow or 
grief when the three little boys were 
murdered. They probably didn't even 
think twice when they read about the 
murders in the newspaper (ifthey read a 
newspaper). They only went down there 
to have a grand time while a man was 
murdered. 
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Feminist and anti-feminist extremes 
Page 14 
UBy Kelly Kenney 
Staff Writer 
The world is falling apart. Tenures being 
denied, sexual harassment, Crystal Pepsi, 
more war, Michael Jackson at the 
Superbowl, murder, incest, illegal drugs, 
Rice Krispie Treats cereal. People live in 
cardboard and dumpsters. Men do bad 
things. Fox has a network series called 
Class of Ninety-Six. Disease. Amnesia. 
Overkill. 
What do these things have in common? 
No, not just that 
each and every one 
of them move us 
ever closer to Ar-
mageddon, a time 
of grief and agony 
and horses and 
S h a n n o n 
Dougherty buttons 
and That's Incred-
ible in syndication. 
Nope, not because 
each of these rep-
resent but a single 
pore on the acne-
ridden, pus-leak-
ing metaphorical 
face of the planet. 
Not even because 
Crystal Pepsi tastes 
like shit even 
though it's really 
weird. All of these 
are symptoms of a 
much larger, more horrifyingly detrimental 
and bad thing. 
People just aren't taking the time for 
breakfast anymore. 
Okay. You're fourteen and you walk 
through the downtown area of a fairly stan-
dard American metropolis. You didn't eat 
breakfast this morning. Your teacher, who 
gave you an F because you didn't look up 
defInitions to words like scatological and 
parsimony, is the head of the school's DARE 
chapter and your mother's best friend. 
You're irritable, tummy rumbling. A guy 
that hangs out in the smoking section walks 
The 
by,docsadoubletake. Hey man,wannaget 
high? 
And ofcourse you do! You're so fucking 
hungry you can't think a pleasant thought! 
You want to rebel! James Dean! Bill & 
Ted! Any teenager on a sitcom ! And you 
take a drag of that nasty stoner's wacky 
tobacky. And the next thing you know 
you're thirty, wearing tye dye, never wash-
ing and saying 'Right On!' to the time 
recording on the phone. You die in a 
dumpster, wrapped in a communist nation's 
flag and singing KumByeYah. 





ure and only give 
reassuring pats, 
even to their re-
ally really sexy 
students, and get 
along with each 
other, and play 
golf. Nobody 
wants to drive 
tanks after a 
denver omelette. 
Eating in the 
morning also 




skills, taste in mu-
sic, functional 
nuclear families, better sex and whiter 
whites. 
And speaking of sex and drugs and clear 
cola and shiny cereal and tragedy, I'd give 
just about anything to see Madonna naked. 
Boy I'm hungry. Forgot to get me some 
breakfast. I was busy looking for naked 
Madonna pictures. And then I got stoned, 
shot up, beat my mother, got my History 
teacher fired for touching my shoulder and 
saying good job (asshole), and had sex with 
this busload of wheelchair-ridden elderly. 
But now, I got me some lunch. 
Man, Crystal Pepsi is weird.  
By Jennifer Wong 
Layout Editor 
After yet another directionless and mean-
ingless class discussion, I have decided that 
the main problem at this university is not, as 
Eric Borne and Drew Meyer claim, the 
elitist condescension of teachers (although 
that is indeed an issue that needs to be 
addressed); the problem is extremism and 
close-mindedness. Although there are many 
examples I could use to illustrate why ex-
tremism is the problem, the mostobvious is 
feminism. To avoid accusations of over 
generalization, I am basing this on my own 
experiences of discussion of feminism in 
literature classes. 
There appear to be three main camps of 
students and professors on the issue of 
women: extremely feminist, extremely anti-
feminist, and non-committal. 
Extreme feminists seem to feel that dis-
cussion of literature is not valid unless it is 
from a feminist standpoint. Extreme femi-
nists are very easy to recognize because 
they will not let a single discussion go by 
without bringing up the issue of women, 
and often will not contribute to class discus-
sions unless the topic is "oppression of 
women". 
The extremely anti-feminist group feels 
that discussion of women in any context is 
pointless, even when studying a book by a 
female author in which most of the main 
characters are women. A good way to rec-
ognize extreme anti-feminists is to mention 
the word "woman" in class: the extreme 
anti-feminist will invariably sighwith irri-
tation, shoot a meaningful glance at another 
anti-feminist, and spend the rest of the class 
glaring out the window. 
The non-committal group is just that 
people who won't commit one way or an-
other in feminist discussions in class. 
As I see it, the problem is not that these 
extremes exist. Feminists are entitled to the 
view that everything must be studied in the 
context of women, just as anti-feminists 
have the right to the opinion that women's 
issues are never valid or important. 
The problem is that the extremes are not 
communicating or even listening to one 
another. I have wasted more than a few 
class periods listening to members of both 
extremes rant and rave, sometimes obvi-
ously and sometimes subtly. I call this time 
wasted because nothing is gained: the anti-
feminists don't bother listening to the femi-
nists vent about the patriarchy, and the 
feminists ignore the anti-feminists' claim 
that women are not the predominant issue in 
whatever work is being studied. The non-
committals sleep through another rehash-
ing of a discussion they have heard many 
times before. In other words, no one has 
changed his or hermind, learned something 
Admnistration handled 
Zeigler affair correctly 
After looking at the Zeigler issue from a 
practical and logical standpoint, I have come 
to the following conclusions. I think that 
the University 's handling ofthe situation is 
laudable in every way. First of all, when it 
was brought to the University's attention 
that a faculty member was potentially in-
volved in a serious conduct violation, the 
response was prompt. This institution will 
not tolerate such behavior, and the result 
was the exit of one of our most prominent 
faculty members. Secondly, it appears to 
me that Mr. Zeigler was given an option to 
resign or go through a termination proceed-
ings pmcess which would lead to his dis-
missal ifguilt was established. The fact that 
he resigned leads to the conclusion in my 
,nindthathe was in factguilty. Itis virtually 
impossible for the University to fire a full  
new, or been taught to look at a work in a 
new light. 
I am interested in women's issues and 
history and enjoy looking at works from a 
feminist standpoint when it will enhance 
my understanding ofthe work. As a woman, 
I detest the patriarchy which, as is clear 
from the recent tenure decisions here, is not 
going away anytime soon. However, I cringe 
every time the word "woman" is mentioned 
in one of my classes because I know what 
will follow: an argument in which no one 
listens, thinks, or learns, and which will 
inevitably be reduced to whining, whether 
marked or discreet, about the behavior 
each sex toward the other. 
In my opinion, to view all literature sole Iv 
from a feminist standpoint, a racial stand-
point, or indeed a male standpoint, is to 
intentionally misread and misinterpret the 
texts. To me, what is wonderful about lii-
erature is its variety, the fact that it can be 
read from so many different viewpoints 
When studying a work ofliterature in class 
I value discussions in which the treatmen 
of the work is a balance of many factors: the 
author, the time period, the literary genre, 
the impact of the work, and, when appli-
cable, issues of gender, race, religion, and 
sexuality. Such discussions in my classes 
have been few and far between. 
I wish that both extreme feminists and 
extreme anti-feminists would take a mo-
ment to consider how the others are view-
ing them. For instance, I can sympathize 
with anti-feminists who are tired of hearing 
feminists use class discussion time to attack 
men with emotional, personal, and ill-sup-
ported complaints, barely concealed by ref-
erences to the texts (I am not claiming thai 
every discussion is like this; I speak solely 
from my own experience). I can also sym-
pathize with the feminists who are merely 
fighting to change a male-dominated soci-
ety which seems to be regressing rather 
than progressing in the matter of women's 
equality; the growing conservative right 
groups, for instance, seem to me to be 
promoting Kinder, Küche, Kirche, rather 
than education and professional work, for 
women. 
I realize that women are still oppressed 
today just as they were in the past. How-
ever, I prefer to look to the future equality 
of women, which I can support, rather than 
dwell on their past oppression, which I 
cannot change. I know the pressures of a 
patriarchal society, but I also feel the possi-
biity of working and fighting through it 
(rather than wasting class time whining 
about it) to get where I want to be. The way 
forward for women, at least at this univer-
sit)', isopen-mindedness and well-supported 
points in class discussions. Close-minded 
extremes keep women exactly where the 
patriarchy wants them. 
professor withoutjust cause. Mr. Zeigler 's 
comments in the Tribune that he was given 
a choice between resigning and being fired 
would suggestthat he believedthathe would 
not pass the hearing, and thus would be 
fired. This also leads to the logical conclu-
siori that he believes that he is in fact guilty. 
Mr. Zeigler, in my opinion, has no right to 
complain that he did not receive a hearing, 
since he voluntarily resigned from the Uni-
versity. No hearing is necessary for some-
one to resign from our faculty. So, Mr. 
Zeigler forfeited his right to a hearing once 
he quit his employment. If he wanted a 
hearing so badly, why did he resign? If he 
had stayed put, the University would have 
ini.-iated termination proceedings that al-
most certainly would have included a hear-
ing . My conclusion is that he probably quit 
once he realized that his guilt was so well 
documented that there was no way he could 
continued on page 15 
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letter continued from page 14 
survive a hearing. I appreciate the fact that 
the University has decided to handle this 
matter confidentially, since this pmtects 
those female students whose lives have 
already been disrupted enough and who 
wish to pick up the pieces andmove on. It 
also makes sense for the University to not 
comment on an issue that is the content of 
an impending lawsuit. I appreciate the fact 
that Dr. Parr showed her prowess and her 
dedication to the true mission of this Uni-
versity by resolving the matter quickly and 
with the least fuss possible, under the cir-
cumstances. I once compared the Trail to 
the National Enquirer and I now find the 
need to do so again. I ask the Trail, "What 
exactly are yo-.l interested in knowing? Do 
you want to be the forum for allegations and 
counter allegations between the University 
and Mr. Zeigler with the student-victims 
dragged into this mud? Would you then 
take sides and fill your pages with the 
resulting sensationalist excrement?" The 
University takes the high ground for refus-
ing to succumb to the public dirty-linen 
washing of an unemployed, alleged sex 
maniac and for refusing to stoop to his 
level.! remind the Trail that this University 
is an institution of higher learning, not a 
soap opera played out for your entertain-
ment value. I would urge the Trail 
To concentrate upon the positive things 
that came out of theZeigler case, such as the 
education for faculty on sexual harassment, 
the heightened awareness on the issue, and 
a published University policy on sexual 
harassment. Most of all, thank Dr. Parr for 
proving decisively that no employee, how-
ever respected or powerful he or she might 
be, shall be allowed to get away with unac-
ceptable behavior. Signed, A controversial 
figure whose distinct style of writing iden-
tifies him/her to religious readers of the 
Trail. (name withheld upon request) 
Arthur Ashe 
To the Editor: 
One of my favorite symbols is the Eye of 
Os iris. It is the inner-eye. Man sees in two 
ways: with his physical eyes, in an empiri-
cal sensing or seeing by direct observation, 
and also by an indirect envisaging. He pos-
sesses in addition to his two sensing eyes a 
single, image-making, spiritual and intel-
lectual eye. And it is the insight of this 
inner-eye that purifies and makes sacred  
our understanding of the nature of things; 
for that which was shut fast has been opened 
by the command of the inner-eye. 
Never have I witnessed a stronger inner-
eye than that possessed by Arthur Ashe. It 
allowed him to transcend the relatively 
trivial game of tennis and become the pole-
star by which we should all be measured. 
As Jesse Jackson stated, "Ashe matched his 
dollars with his dignity." 
Humanity has lost 
one of its greatest 
spokesmen. 
Humanity has lost one of its greatest 
spokesmen. There is now a void, especially 
in the sporting world, of a voice that is 
guided by the inner-eye. Many people pro-
claim their greatness; Ashe actualized it. 
From forming the first real resistance to 
Apartheid in South Africa, to writing the 
definitive history of black-Americans in 
sports, Ashe embodied what Barbara 
Tuchman called the greatest quality of the 
hero, which is "nobility of purpose." 
Whether he wanted to acknowledge it or 
not, Ashe diligently maintained a direction 
which transcended himself. His life was not 
a"Tale told by an idiot," butrathera radiant 
light which illuminated all of humankind. 
Reflecting upon his life, I find it sad that 
only in his death did society realize his 
greatness. History does seem to prove that 
point; but that doesn't make it right. Chinua 
Achebe, the wonderful Nigerian folklorist, 
once stated, "Whatever you are is never 
enough. You must fmd a way to accept 
something, however small, from the other 
to make you whole and to save you from the 
mortal sin of righteousness and extrem-
ism." 
That is our challenge now that Ashe is 
gone. It is up to us to carry the torch that he 
ignited. We all cannot be Arthur Ashe. But 
we can accept something, however small, 
from him to enrich our lives and the lives of 
those around us. Do not forget your dying 
king. And if this is done with conviction 
and a trues sense of purpose, then his death 
will not he in vain. His legacy will live and 
all will benefit. 
Chris Perkins  
Say it again: "Humans 
are inherently lazy' 
Dear Editor, 
Okay. I'll get straight to the point. I sim-
ply cannot be tactful. In my own humble 
opinion, man/womankind is inherently 
LAZY. Yes. It's true. I know because God 
told me last night in a vision - it was great. 
You readers probably think I'm a rambling 
egotist, but if you'll stick with me, you'll 
see that YES! there is a point. 
Apathy, whether it be at a high school, 
collegiate, or professional level, is an un-
fortunate trait, but one that we simply can't 
deny. When I worked as a news editor for 
my high school newspaper, it was a11 I 
could do to persuade a close friend of mine 
to write a letter ofconcern to the editor; his 
was the only one we received the entire 
year! He grumbled the whole time that no 
one would read it. He was right. 
I have noticed, mysteriously, that this 
tendency does not leave students as they 
head off to face a new life at college. Last 
year, and as a prospective student, I remem-
ber reading several stern lectures/editorials 
in The Trail regarding this same sad phe-
nomenon. 
I must admit, I have spent the past year 
and a halfhereatUPS wallowing in apathy. 
But let me tell you, it only resulted in, as a 
dear friend accurately described, "manic 
depressiveness in semester increments". I 
seriously wanted to kill myself, but even 
thatseemed like too much effort (sob, sigh ... ) 
I hope I ruffle a few feathers. Write me 
hate mail if you like, but I will say it again: 
human beings are inherently lazy. My pur-
pose here is to incite some action! Come on, 
you guys! I realize that there are very many 
dedicated people on this campus. But I 
personally think that they are a minority. 
Professors and students alike - I challenge 
you to get out and makea difference, whether 
it be through working with AIESEC (a 
personal favorite), Kids Can Do, Earth Ac-
tivists, Habitat for Humanity, Amnesty, 
ASUPS, etc., etc.,etc. Work at a soup 
kitchen, with a literacy program, or at the 
Three Ceders Home, a local AIDS organi-
zatiori. 
Americans spend something like five years 
of their lives waiting inline, for God's sake. 
We can all spare at least one hour a week to 
truly make a difference in another human 
being's life. Believe me, it will make a 
difference in yours. 
I've had it with my own previous pathetic 
state of apathy. I've changed it forever, and 
am 100% happier. Get out there and DO IT! 
You won't be sorry, I promise. You'll only 
be sorry you didn't do it sooner. 
Respectfully, 
Brooke E. Rohweder 
Public Relations Director 
AIESEC-Tacoma 
Who knew there was a 
tree Gestapo? 
To the Editor: 
Several weeks ago, I found myself in a 
state of rather dubious persecution. As I 
was walking from a place of spiritual com-
munion, a voice accosted me, asking me to 
stop. I turned to encounter an official in a 
blue shirt who asked me to please hand over 
my identificationcard. "Do you understand 
why I'm stopping you?" the official asked. 
"Would you care to explain?" was my re- 
ply. 
I gathered from the person's explanation 
that a University policy exists that bars 
people from climbing trees due to liability 
costs. It seems that some people take this 
action ofcommunion so dis-seriously that, 
were they to fall from their perch, they 
would demand payment ofany hospitaliza-
tion fees from the University. 
I informed the official that this sounded 
ridiculous, and that I would gladly sign any 
document that would release the University 
from any accountability were I to injure 
myself in spiritual pursuits. Any injury due 
to stupidity is the stupid person's fault 
alone. 
The answer to my request struck terror in 
my heart. Apparently, individuals are not 
allowed to sign away any rights as impor -
tant as the right to litigation. Furthermore, 
I was threatened with expulsion were I to 
continue "climbing trees." 
The point I am trying to make with this 
factual account (and I apologize to Security 
- I realize that this is just a part of the job 
description) is thatour nation is far from the 
basis ofour first Amendment, the landmark 
that grants religious freedom. Economic 
interests govern, not freedom. Ifwe want to 
see our nation truly free in the future, we'll 
need to take a long look inside ourselves, 
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fIght the real enemy!!! , L 1U6E 
I 
Spring elections for the Associated Students of the University of Puget 
Sound are scheduled to be held on Monday, February 22nd. With such a 
short amount of time remaining before all students cast their votes, heavy 







Senior Class Senator 
Sean Grindley 
Junior Class Senator 
Chris Fischer 
University Owned Senator 
-No Candidates* 
Sophomore Class Senator 
Ezra Snyder 
Jeremy Justice 
Senator At -Large (2) 
Galvin Guerrero 
Andy Aweida 
Greek Resident Senator 
Jason McGibbon 




*Jf you are interested in running for either the University Owned Housing 
Senator or the Off-Campus Senator positions, you may still do so through 
the process of a write-in campaign. if you would like to do so, or if you have 
any other questions regarding AS UPS Elections, please contact ASUPS at 
x3600. 
------- ---------------- - 
* 10% OFF and FREE DELIVERY I 	 I 
i 	 of flowers, candy, stuffed animals, and cards 
I 	 from ASUPS and 
4 ¶Rhapsody in CJ3loom 
"Prices to accomodate any budget" 
761 -ROSE 
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KUPS 90.1 FM 
Mondays @ 2:00 
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 TUDENT P ROGRAMS I I 1< SIGHT - SO{J?D - MOTION - IDEAS - EN"rERTAINMr I 
If you have any questions, problems, or concerns about anything at this University, 
PLEASE contact ASUPS. 
Your student government has the financial resources, the people, the time, and 
the participation in University governance to ensure that your needs are addressed. 
Please call x3600 
and leave you name, question, problem, or concern, and your phone number; 
or, stop anyone you know to be involved with ASUPS and ask them for their help. 
Remember, all of us at ASUPS work for you! 
Dear ASUPS, 
On behalf of myself and those sit-
ting at my table yesterday during 
lunch, I would like to thank you for 
thejuggling entertainment. Although 
"cornier" than hell, at first, the two 
guys did a great job of involving the 
audience and making us laugh. Your 
money was well spent on this group 
and I would encourage more lunch-
time entertainment. I also appreciate 
the funding of KUPS 90.1 FM. It is 
a sweet station whose variety of 
shows are excellent for a student, 
like myself, who has a wide listening 
variety. Thanks again for all that you 




Gears Up for Spring Edition 
The University's very own student 
run literary and artistic, journal is 
once again accepting submissions 
for its forthcoming edition. If you 
would like to see your short stories, 
poetry, photographs, artwork, etc. in 
print, please submit a copy of it to 
the CrossCurrents office in the SUB 
basement; or give Al and Deb, 
CrossCurrents editors, a call at 
x3291. And if you're somewhathesi-
tant, consider this: if your artwork is 
selected for the cover of the journal, 
you win $20.00! 
CrossCurrents meets regularly on 
Wednesday nights at 7:00, and sub-
missions will be accepted through 
the 19th of February. 
Campus Music Network 
CMN is once again preparing for 
another semester of great music by 
your favorite campus bands. Nabil 
Ayers, Campus Music Network 
Chair, has just announced plans for 
another "CeilarConcertSeries." This 
event, which consisted of weekly 
concerts in the Pizza Cellar, was one 
of last semesters most successful 
student programs on record. 
Nabil also made a special "call to 
all campus bands and solo musi-
cians." if you have a musical talenk 
and a desire to play before an audi 
ence of you student friends, please 
contact him in the Student Programs 
office; in person, SUB 204, or by 
phone, x3367. 
Cultural Events 
ASUPS Cultural Events presents 
"Can I Sing for You Brother?" A 
premier tour of a one-man play on 
Negro Spirituals. This newest Afri-
can American Drama Company pro-
duction, featuring Lewis Tucker, fo-
cuses on how our nation was able to 
survive the institution of slavery. 
"Can I Sing for You Brother?" will 
be performed on Fiday, February 
19th at 8 p.m. in Kilworth Chapel. 
Admission is $3.00. 
Special Events 
"Starlight Express" is the theme for 
this year's Spring Formal, being held 
at the beautifully renovated Union 
Station. The dance is on Friday, 
February 26th, 8 p.m. to midnight. 
The cost is $5.00 per ticket, which 
includes: a chartered bus service, 
cateredrefreshments, alive big-band 
and a DJ, a photgraphic service, and 
lots of guaranteed fun. Tickets will 
go on sale at the Info Center soon! 
Campus Fihm. 
Fa Kis 
Showtimes: 	 Admission: 
Fri. 7:00& 9:30 
	 $1.00 with 
Sat. 7:00 & 9:30 
	 student I.D. 
Sun. 6:00 & 8:30 
	 $2.00 w/o. 
(Paid Advertisement) 
